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At its regular meeting un January 12, 191 1, the Board of Trus-

tees of Princeton University passed the following resolution :

"Resolved, that the Faculty be rec|uested to consider at as early

a date as pos>ible. the whole matter (if the entrance requirement?

for the various courses, and the standards maintained in those

courses, to make comparison with other institutions, and to ascer-

tain the attitude of secondary schools towards Princeton in regard

to these requirements and standards, and that the Faculty report

thereon to this Board."

At its regular meeting on February 0. 1911, the Faculty referred

this remit for consideration and action to a joint meeting of the

Committee on the Course of Study, the Committee on Examinations

and Standing, and the Committee on Entrance. At a joint meeting

of these three committees, the following resolution, which was

adopted by the University Faculty at its regular meeting, February

20, 1911, was passed:

"Resolved, that a special committee of three be appointed to col-

lect such information as shall in their opinion be of service in con-

ducting the investigation requested of the Faculty by the Board of

Trustees, and to report the same to the Faculty."

In obedience to this resolution the undersigned members of the

Faculty were appointed by Dean Fine to gather the information

referred to by the Faculty resolution. This Committee proceeded

to gather what information it could in regard to the points suggested,

by a study of the entrance requirements of other institutions, by

correspondence with leading officials of other universities in regard

to their rules of scholarship and the administration of the same, and

by addressing a series of questions to over five hundred head-

masters and principals of secondary schools.

This information the Committee herewith submits for the con-

sideration of the Faculty ; and as the net proceeds of its report,

without wishing to commit itself as a whole, or any of its members,

to specific recommendations, begs leave to suggest that, in its

opinion, four ])oints emerge as the chief topics for consideration

:

I. The requirement of Greek for admission to the x^.B. course.

. 2. The question of greater flexibility in the entrance requirements

for admission to the Litt.B. and B.S. courses.

3. The (|uestion of admission by examination in all the subjects

required, or by examination in the chief subjects with acceptance

of secondary school records for the remainder.

4. Some modification of the present regulations governing cases

of deficiency in scholarship, such as the introduction of a system of

probation.

Respect fully submitted,

J. Preston Hoskins, Chairman.

RoiiERT K. Root,

V. Lansing Collins.

June'-'f, 191 1.
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CHAPTER I.

Requirements for Admission

in coiisi'lcriiig the requirements for admission to the university

it w ill be well to divide the matter into three sections : ( I ) the

quantity of the requirements, (2) the range of choice oil'ered to the

candidate, and (3) the method of admission. For purposes of com-

parison with the requirements of Princeton, ten institutions have

been chosen, all of which are situated along the Atlantic seaboard,

and, with the exception of Cornell, which is coeducational, repre-

sent the general type of institution to which Princeton belongs.

These institutions are Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Cornell, Pennsyl-

vania, Dartmouth, \\'illiams, Amherst, Lafayette and the Universitj'

of \'irginia.

(i) Entrance Rcqnircnh'nts quantitatiz'cly considered.

The most convenient way to mea.sure the amount of preparation

required of candidates for admission to the University is in terms

of the so-called Carnegie unit, which is based upon the length of

time taken in an ordinary school to complete a given requirement.

A Carnegie unit represents one year's w-ork at an average of five

periods a week. Measured in these units the requirements of the

several institutions under consideration are as follows

:

Princeton 15.5 for A.B., Lift. 15., B.S., 12.5 or 14.5 for C.E.

Harvard 16 for all departments.

Yale 15.5* for the College, 14 to 14.5 for S.S.S.

Columbia 14.5 for all departments.

Cornell 15 for all departments.

Pennsylvania 14.5 (Engineering 12-13).

Dartmouth 14.5.

Amherst 14.

Williams 14.5.

Lafayette (not stated in Carnegie Report).

University of \"irginia (not stated).

* In regard to Yale the conditions are a little peculiar. According to the Re-
port of the Carnegie Foundation the number of units rec,uired for admission to

Yale College is 14.5, i. e., relatively low. But in the opinion of several head-
masters they are in reality nearer 15.5. This follows from the manner in which
Yale divides her entrance requirement in modern language into a one-year
course, a two-year course, and a three-year course, .\ccording to this defini-

tion the value of the Yale German A or French A would be one point. But
in the opinion of head-masters it is actually worth two points, this would
make the tntal for Yale Cnllege 15.5 points instead of 14.5 as it is on paper.



W'Iktc sixteen units, as at Iiar\-aril. aiX' re(|uircil for adniissinn,

it tlierctoro means that it wduM take the average candidate f(3Ur

seliool years at an average of twent}- periods per week to cover tlie

work as delined in the requirements. Admission on fourteen vmhh

— llie minimum that an institution must ha\'e in unler tn l)eciime a

niemijer of the Carnegie Foundation—would require three and one

half years and so on. Where the number of units rec|uired fi)r ad-

mission is fifteen or over, the entrance requirements may he said

to he comparatively high, lielow fifteen they are relatively low.

The units of admission inserted in our table have been taken from

the Report of the Carnegie Foundation for the year 1908. But it

must not be assumed that the standard of admission to the respec-

tive universities and colleges has remained constant throughout the

last decade. As a matter of fact this period has been one of much
change and readjustment, not a little of it, within the last five years,

being due to the influence of the Carnegie l-'oundation itself. Even

at the present time the standard for admission in several universities

is not the same for all courses. Absolute uniformit\' can at present

he asserted only of Harvard and Cornell. Everywhere else there

are differences in the requirements for different departments in the

same university amuunting at times to as nnicli as two or three

Carnegie units. There has been a tendency to raise the entrance re-

quirements during the last ten vears, jiarticularly for the engineer-

ing course. This movement was begun by Harvard in igoo, was

participated in by Princeton almut 11)05, and has showed itself in

various changes elsewhere.

In the case of two institutii)ns—the University of N'irginia and

Lafayette College—the units of ailmission have not been stated.

These institutions are not luemhers of the Carnegie Foundation.

Up to the year 1904, the re(|uirements for admission to the Univer-

sity of N'irginia were not quantitatively defined. A good high school

course was the only requisite. In 1904 a requirement of 10 units

was fixed according to the definitions of the Southern Association

of Schools and Colleges whose unit is identical with that of the

Carnegie Foundation. In 1908 the standard was raised to 12

and finallw in i'P9, to 14 units, thus bringing the institution U]> ti)

the mininnnn necessary to enjoy tiie benelits of Mr. Carnegie's

munilicence. Hut of these 14 units only 7 are re(|uire(l sul)jects, the

remainder being elective.

Lafayette is in many respects the most conservative of all the in-

stitutions included in the table. i\i>t i>nly does it still require for
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admission Arithmetic and (ieography—subjects assumed as funda-

mental by most other colleges and universities—but its course

throughout Freshman and Sophomore year is made up entirely of

required studies. Not reckoning Arithmetic and Geography, Lafay-

ette's standard of admissiiMi in 1900 for the A.l!. and I'h.B. courses

was abt)Ut 13 units. Uy iyo8 it was raised tt) 14 units, but for the

Engineering and U.S. courses it still remains about twelve and one-

half to thirteen.

To sum up the quantitative relations of the requirements for ad-

mission to the eleven institutions imder comparison, a glance at the

figures above will show that the requirements of Princeton, Harvard,

Yale and Cornell are relatively high, i. e., 15 units or over. Those of

the other institutions are relatively low.

(2) Entrance Elcctivcs.

In a previous paragraph mention was made of the tendency dur-

ing the last decade to increase the quantity of entrance requirements

particularly for admission to the B.S. and engineering courses.

Where this has been done it has usually gone hand in hand with a

wider choice of entrance subjects in which the candidate could elect

to be examined. According to the principle of elective or prescribed

entrance subjects the institutions chosen for comparison fall into two

pretty well defined groups. Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania and the University of \'irginia represent the

more liberal type with a wide choice of entrance electives ; while

Yale, Princeton, Lafavette, Amherst and Williams—Dartmouth is

reserved for special consideration in a subsequent paragraph—still

preserve more of the old college system. While none of these

latter keeps its entrance requirements absolutely fixed, yet the range

of choice is pretty limited, certain combinations of subjects usually

being specified as substitutes for something else; for example, the

combination of an advanced course in Mathematics with a modern
langtiage as a substitute for Greek. But as the more liberal elective

system in entrance subjects is unquestionably the goal towards which
all our larger institutions are moving—the fact might be mentioned

that Princeton paid homage to this principle last year when the new
C.E. entrance requirements were adopted, and the new entrance

requirements for Yale College, adopted in 1910, embody the elective

principle—it may be well to dwell a little upon it here. It is a sys-

tem which has the approval of the National Education Association;

in fad it is the outcome of a series of recommendations passed In' thai
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Iiddy abiiut the year 1895 or i8i)(). At tlic same lime it enables our

|)iil)lie liigh-scliools to furnish a good jjreparation for college with-

out missing the main end of high-school training, the preparation of

pu])ils. in the majority of cases, directly for the work of life.

According lo this scheme of secondary education all knowledge

is divided, for practical purijoses, into live great spheres: the ver-

nacular antl its literature, mathematics as the key to the exact

sciences, foreign languages, ancient and modern, as the embodiment

of the thought and feeling of other nations, history to vitalize the

past and to show how our present civilization has come to be what it

is, and finally sciences, exact and descriptive. In his four-year

secondary course each stiulent is brought into contact with these

live spheres and is given the opportunity to try himself out and find,

if he can, where his tastes and aptitudes lie. Apart from English

and a minimum quantity of Mathematics usually embracing Elemen-

tary Algebra and Plane Geometry, the student enjoys considerable

option in his course. He can choose languages, ancient or modern, or

a combination of ancient and modern; he may study United States

History, English History, Ancient History or General History, or

any tzco of the same, and in the sciences he may begin Physics,

Chemistry or a biological science, such as Zoology or liotany. At the

same time, in the latter half of his course, a student can pursue

higher mathematics, if his aptitudes so incline him, he can kee]3 up

the languages already begun, he can take commercial courses if his

goal is a business career, or he can gain some skill in the arts of ex-

pression, such as drawing, manual training, etc., if he be aiming at a

mechanical or technical vocation.

It will be seen at once that such a .system as this clashes with the

traditional college entrance requirements, because the latter are

usually confined to a few specified subjects within the spheres

enumerated and require a large fjuantity of these few.

In facing this questwn, Harvard College has attempted to solve

the difficulty liy requiring besides English (3), Elementary Algebra

(i^l) and Plane Geometry ( 1 ), one ancient (4) and one modern

language (2) and one science (i ). At the same time, by insisting

that .some points shall be in advanced subjects, the Harvard system

provides that some study or studies be continued long enough to

give coherence and back bone to the student's preparatory training.

Similarly at Cornell, where a uniform requirement of fifteen points

is demanded for admission to all departments, a fixed minimum of

ten or eleven points—English (3), I'orcign Languages (4), Ilistor)'
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(i). Elementary Algebra ( i ), I'laiie (iediiietry ( i)— is required of

all. while the remaining four or five points are elective. Of course

for admission to the departments of Engineering and Architecture

extra mathematics (2 points) is added. Hut observe that for general

science—i. e.. the traditional U.S. course—no e.xtra mathematics is

required, because it is recognized that advanced mathematics either

as an acquisition or a discipline is not necessary for the study of

Chemistry or of Biology, and these are spheres of knowledge which

now rival Physics in importance.

It has been mentioned that Princeton paid homage to this princi-

ple of entrance electives last year.' .\ study of tlie new C.E. entrance

requirements which go into full efifect in 1912, will show that 12.5

points are required and 2 elective. l)Ut among the required points

the 4 in language may be confined to I'^rench and ( ierman or they

may be distributed between Latin and a modern language, while

the 2 elective points permit the candidate to pay greater attention

to Language, to Science, or History, according to his tastes or apti-

tudes or according to the particular arrangement of his school pro-

gramme of studies.

In like manner the new entrance re(|uirements for admission to

Yale College, announced in the catalogue for 1910-1911, do away

with the specific combinations hitherto allowed as substitutes for

Greek. Instead they require 4 points in Latin, 2 in French or Ger-

man, 23^ in Mathematics. an<l 3 in English, while the additional 4

points required may be offered in Language, ancient or modern, in

Higher Mathematics, in Chemistry or Physics, or in History, or any

combination of these subjects aggregating four units.

Of course there is one other important point connected with the

question of entrance electives which must be borne in mind in

considering the relation of secondary school and college. Entrance

options necessarilv involve some liberty of election in the course of * 11
Freshman ^earcour-e .lui:r.m- r-rnr-f- .n -'ic-' i^Tm)_lu:...,-. Ll 'l.

<«. "Cu*- •*'t ''^'***^

portunity to continue some of the subjects offered for admission in ^ ^f' 4/ Jt

order that the transition from the secondary school may remain ^^ r
unbroken. On the other, it is highly desirable that he be allowed to

begin certain subjects which he may not previously have had. To
meet this difficulty some degree of flexibility is demanded in the

I'reshman year course. A grou]i system of studies is one solution, the

re(|uirement to continue at least three of the subjects offered for

admission is another. The latter .scheme enables the student to con-

tinue studies, already begun, to a point where they are of value both
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as a discipline ami as an ac<|uisiti<>n. Winlc the liberty to choose,

say, two new electives, enaljles him tn wiilcn his horizon and to lay

the foundation for the jiarticular group of studies or line of study

which he intends to pursue. This scheme thus brings tlie secondary

schniil intn more intimate relation to the college without robbing

the former of the liberty which the high-schdol must have and which

all good private schools covet.

Dartmouth, too, has made liljeral concessions to the elective

])rinciple. To the A. P.. course a candidate may be admitted both

with and without Greek, but if he enter without Greek he is not com-

pelled to take more Mathematics. French or German, a science,

physical or biological, or more History, or some combination of these

is accepted as a substitute. Similarly to the B.S. course he may be

admitted on as much Mathematics, i. c., 3.5 units, as is required at

Princeton for admission to the same course, but he is not required

to offer more than 2.5 units ; for more language, ancient or modern.

History, and a science are accepted. In the Freshman year candi-

dates for the A.R. degree, who take Greek, must continue ]iractically

everything they ofTer for admission except History, yet those who
enter without Greek can elect Graphics. Chemistry, Physics. Bi-

ology, or History. On the B.S. side the candidate has two electives

in Freshman year and is free to begin the study of two new subjects

from the group Physics, Chemistry. P.iology, History, and the

Modern Languages. So that in essence if not in form. Dartmuuth

has what may be characterized as a pretty liberal adaptation of the

entrance elective system.

Amherst likewise recjuires only 14 units for admission and on the

A.B. side offers the .\.B. candidate a choice between elementary and

advanced Latin and Greek, i. e., three years of Latin, two years of

Greek and two years of a modern language are accepted as a

substitute for four years of T^atin and three years of Greek.

For the B.S. course 2 points in History -aiie accepted, and for no

course are more than 2 points in Mathematics re(|uired. .\s at

Dartmouth, the A.B. Freshman can elect only one course; but the

P.. S. candidate has the choice of two. Besides this, at Amherst as

well as at Williams, liberal arrangements—as low as 11 or 12 Car-

negie units for admission—are made to accommodate special or

j)artial studciUs. While these three colleges. Dartmouth, Amherst

and Williams have thus aimed to i)reserve, at least in form, the old

college system with Latin and (ireek. they have at the same time in

one way or another made pretty liberal concessions to the elective
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princiiile both in llicir entrance rc(|nircnicnts and in the course of

Fresliman year.

(t,) Tlic Method of . Idiiiissioii

The (h-^cnssion iiithertu has lieen confined to the t|naiititativc

aspect of entrance re(|uirenients an<l to the effect which freedom

of choice in entrance subjects might l)e said to have on the arrange-

ment of courses in Freshman year. This leads to the third and

most important jioint in the relations existing between secondary

school and college, namely, the method of admission. In addition

to the requirements c|uantitatively defined a few institutions add a

qualitative test in the form of an examination. In other words, of

the institutions under consideration, four. Harvard, Yale, Princeton,

and Columbia admit candidates only on examination. To all the

others a candidate may, of course, be admitted Ijy examinatic)n

;

but thev all admit likewise without examination on the certificates of

accredited secondary schools both jjublic and private.

Harvard has recently ado])ted a new metli(_>d of admission, to take

eft'ect in June, 191 1, which may be characterized as a compromise

between the old methods of admission by examination and by cer-

tificate.

Instead of prescribing the school course of the boy who wishes

to enter, either directly by naming and defining subjects, or indirect-

ly by an elaborate system of rating the studies of a school course in

points or in units, under the new plan the college accepts the judg-

ment of the school as to the candidate's programme of studies,

subject only to the general limitations that' the candidate's second-

ary school course has extended over four years, that it has omitted

no one of the four spheres of knowledge : Languages, Science,

Mathematics and History, and that two of the studies have been

pursued beyond their elementary stages, i. e., to the stage re-

quired by the present advanced examinations of Harvard College.

When the candidate has presented a satisfactory official statement

in detail of the subjects studied by him, the amount of time de-

voted to each, and the quality of his work in each subject, then he

may present himself for examinations in four subjects as follows:

( a ) English.

(b) Latin or for candidates for the R. S. degree. French or Ger-

man.

( c ) Mathematics, or Physics, or Chemistry.

(d) Any subject, not already selected under (b) or (c), from the
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following list :—Greek, History. IMiysics, Im-chcIi, Mathematics,-

Chemistry, German.

These four examinations will aim to be, as far as possible,

(|ualitative in character. They are intemled to test the intellectual

efiticienc\' i>f the hoy at the eml nf his scIiduI course, to determine

whether the (|uality of the candidate's .scholarship is satisfactory,

and not whether he has dune a certain prescribed amount of work

in a certain \\a\'. All four examinations must be taken at one time,

either in jtuie nr in .September; and the candidate, if admitted, will

be admitted without conditions. Thus, while jjreserving the ad-

vantages of a liberal entrance elective system, the new plan is to a

certain extent a return to lirst principles; for its effect will be

to encourage a thorough ])rei)aration in a few chosen studies, one

of the great advantages claimed for the old college system before

1870, with its training in the lixed requirements, Latin, Greek, and

Mathematics. In the language of Prof. J. G. Hart, Chairman of the

Harvard Committee on Admission: "The admission of a candidate

under this plan, therefore, deiiends upon good scholarship as shown

in two ways—in his school work and in his college tests. He can-

not sectu^e admission by scoring points or by working up examinations

one or two at a time. He must have done good work in his school

according to the testimony of his teachers; and he must meet suc-

cessfully college tests at the time when he is ready to enter."

Now, in commenting upon a new departure of this kind it is

only a truism to say that the success of the plan will depend

upon the efficiency with which it is executed. That is true of almost

any plan. The Harvard Committee on Admission already foresees

various grave ditliculties. In the first place it will be no ca.sy task

to prejjare a type of examination pajjer sufficiently flexible to fit

various methods of instruction in varitius t\]5es of .schools and to

enable the candidate to exhibit the full amount and quality of his

attainments. In the second, so far as the secondary school records

of candidates are concerned, the entrance committee will have to

reckon with tlie difficulty of widely divergent standards of marking

in different schools. To meet the first difficulty jt is probable that

question-papers will have to be so set that the candidate may have a

choice among several different questions bearing on the same point

or involving the .same principle. This would tend to e(|ualize

dift'erences in various methods of instructinn. for a different formu-

lation of the same question will dften enable the pupil to grasp its

meaning more clearly. I'esidcs, this plan oi a clmicc .nnioiig several
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different questions is one that has often been advocated by school-

masters as fairer to the candidate and more just to the school. The

second difficulty will not be olwiated so easily, for the methods and

standards of grading in different schools cannot be equalized by

so simple a process as the change in the character of a question-paper.

The only practical solution of this difficulty seems to be the ultimate

establishment of a list of accredited schools whose standards have

been proved to be sufficiently high to warrant the acceptance at their

face value of the marks in those subjects in which the candidate

is not examined. To accomplish this end the Hanard Committee on

Admission has been authorized to advise with the school-teachers

in regard to the preparation of papers as well as in regard to the

methods and standards of marking. It is its hope that the plan

will result in a more cordial cooperation between school and col-

lege which will serve the common interests of both.

Of a much more serious character is the criticism that the new

Harvard plan will tend to lower the college standard of admission

by impairing the rigor of the training which entrance examinations

impose, and consequently making entrance to college easier. In con-

sidering this phase of the (|uestion, a few facts must be kept in

mind. No one familiar with the details of admission by ex-

aminations as at present conducted will claim that the results

are entirely satisfactory. The very fact that Princeton dur-

ing the last five years has dropjied annually a total of seventy-

eight Freshmen and Sophomores — students whose courses arc

made up chiefly of subjects in which they had actually

passed entrance examinations—shows that this method of admission

is far from perfect. If due consideration of the candidate's school

record as well as the o]Mnion of the school-master will help an en-

trance committee in reaching a better judgment, then such informa-

tion is not only something devoutly to be wished but also something

to be eagerly sought.

Apart from this negative aspect of the matter, two positive ob-

jections can be urged against admission by examination. The ten-

dency to increase the quantity of the requirements with examination

in each subject in order to ascertain whether the candidate has

covered the ground tends sometimes to lead both pupil and teacher

to lay greater stress on quantity than on quality. To cover the work
as defined in the entrance requirements, the school-master is at times

forced to sacrifice thoroughness; and as a result "coaching to jjass

examinations", not the discipline of the mind, becomes the chief aim.
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Sfcondly the rigorous insistciu'c on entrance rc(|uirc"nients, (|uantita-

tively (Ic'lined with examinations covering the whole held, has made

it possible for only a special kind of secondary school, with a pro-

gramme of studies especially designed for the purpose, to meet the

demand. A student must he started for college several years before

he is ready to enter and l)e preiiaretl along the lines demanded. To do

this he must enter a ]irivate jireparatory school where the expenses

of education are relatively great. If there be any truth in the charge

so oileu heard that some of our Eastern institutions have become

colleges onlv for rich men's sons, then it can be in some measure

attributed to this condition; and the recent bitter attacks on the col-

leges by some of our public high-school princi])als have their foun-

dation in the fact that the attempt to adjust high-school courses to the

entrance demand of colleges robs the former institution of its liber-

ty to plan a course of study most advantageous to the great majority

of its students. On the other hand, in the o])inion of many able

school-masters the very fact that a definite amount of work and

examination therein is rei|uired is an additional incentive for students

to do good work. In other words, without some such constraint as

a required examination in a definite amount of work school-masters

find it difficult to make many college candidates take a study ser-

iously. Bearing in mind the fact that the average healthy boy does

not take to study instinctively, there is much truth in this statement

;

and it is just this aspect of the question which has been repeatedly

pointed otit as the most vulnerable point in the method of admission

to college by certificate. Idealists may insist that this is not the

proper spirit in education and that a subject which a student takes

under compulsion is not likely to prove of much value to him, but

Jean Jacques Rousseau and George Bernard Shaw notwithstanding,

it still remains an unshaken fact, known only too well to the success-

ful teacher, that the average boy will not study much that is difficult

unless he is compelled to do so.

So far, however, as this criticism bears upon a plan of admission

with examination in a few important subjects and the acce])tancc of

satisfactory school records for the remainder, it may be ])ointcd out

that such a plan would enable the school-master to prepare a candi-

date thoroughly in a few important subjects even if so much was not

accom|)lished in others. In the ojiinion of many educators the great

number and \aricty of suljjects now -taught in our secondary schools

is a hindrance rather than a help to true education. The American

boy gets a smattering of many things and acquires a (juickness and
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versatility which enables him often to turn his knowledge to practi-

cal account, but thoroughness of training he almost never gets. He
is almost never willing to tackle any subject which puts his powers

to a long strain and to stick to his task to the end. As a nation we

have not perhaps as yet thoroughly realized the significance of this

defect ; but as the competition in American life grows keener and

the strain more severe, thoroughness is a quality which is likely to

prove more valuable than quickness and versatility. If the new Har-

vard plan, therefore, does enable the school-master to give students a

more thorough discipline, and at the same time makes it possible for

a larger number of boys in secondary schools of all types to get a

good college preparation, then it is certainly sounil in principle, what-

ever it may prove to be in practice amid the wide diversity of Ameri-

can educational methods and standards.



CHAPTER II.*

Tl[l'. CoMl'ARATlVK GROWTH IN THE UnDEKCIRADUA TE DEPARTMENTS

OF Eleven Eastern Universithcs and ('olleges

DURING THE DeCADE I9OO-I9IO.

The factors which determine the growth of a university are many,

and their interrelation and relative importance present a problem of

Ijat'fling complexity, the solution of which probably varies in individ-

ual cases. Among the more important factors may be mentioned

locality (whether city or country), the cost of living (which must

take into account not only the fixed charges for tuition, room, and

hoard, but also the less easily calculable e.xpenditures which are de-

manded of the average undergraduate by the general manner of

living of his fellows), the loyalty and enthusiasm of the body of

alumni, the nature and variety of the courses offered, and the re-

quirements and method of admission.

Of these factors the last, is certainly very important; since it is

obvious that high re(|uirements strictly enforced by means of ex-

aminations keep out less well prepared or less able students and thus

tend to keeji down the total enrollment, while lower requirements

together with the la.xer apjilication of them which results from the

certificate method of entrance tend equally to increase the numbers.

Moreover, of all the factors involved, that of entrance re(|uirements

is the easiest to observe and estimate. In analyzing the tables of

comparative growth, gathered from annual catalogues and reports,

wliich it has to present, your committee has therefore called at-

tention in considerable detail to this factor of the problem.

For purposes of comi)arison eleven institutions, lying along the

Atlantic seaboard have Ijeen chosen. Five of these are located in

New England, five in the ^liddle States, and one in the South. Tlicy

thus may fairl)- claim to be representative of that section of the

country which has been longest settled, and which is most densely

poi)ulated. These eleven institutions represent all phases of uni-

versity and collegiate dex'clopment from the most advanced and

liighly sjiecialized city universities, such as Harvard, Columbia, and

the L'niversity of Pennsyhania to the more conservative rural col-

* Tliere i.s a dififercncc of (ipiniiin in the Coiniiiittce as tn the iinpurtaiu'c of

the matter of growth in cnrolIuK-iit. Pnifcssor Root wLshcd to print this

ciiapler as an appenthx at tlic end of tlie report. The majority of the Com-
mittee felt tli.at it shiiuhl lie inehnied in the lioily of the report.
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leges of the traditional type such as Amherst and Williams, which

offer only general humanistic and general science courses. One of

these eleven, the University of X'irginia, rests wholly upon a State

foundation and one other, Cornell, is in part supported by state

appropriations, is coeducational, and stands in intimate relation to

the public school system of the State. Any tendency, therefore,

manifesting itself in a majority of these institutions is one, which

is sure, sooner or later, to make itself felt in the others.

Before proceeding to the more general questions of entrance

requirements, methods of admission, elective versus required studies,

etc., it may be well to jjoint out certain individual peculiarities in

some of the institutions included in the table. These local charac-

teristics, so to speak, are not shared by other institutions ; but they

are none the less factors involved in the develo])nient of individual

universities and must be kejjt in mind if a fair and just comparison

between institutions is to be drawn.

Thus the actual loss of 221 in the total undergraduate enrollment

of Harvard College and the Lawrence Scientihc School between

T(joo and 1910 is coupled with the fact that Harvard, since the year

iijofi. has gradually eliminated all undergraduate courses in Engi-

neering. This loss of over 400 scientific students has been replaced,

up to the year 1910, by a total of only eighty-seven in the graduate

school of Applied Sciences. Again, the fact that the Sheffield Scien-

tific School at Yale has during the decade under consideration more

than doubled its enrollment—showing an actual gain of 605 or

almost 120 per cent—is due at least in part to the circumstance that

the course is onh' three years in length, while elsewhere general

science and engineering courses normally embrace four.

The tendency to cut down the length of the undergraduate course

shows itself in a different way in the case of Columbia. Here the

courses in Columbia College are being subordinated to the demands
of the professional schools in a manner which practically reduces the

undergraduate course to two or three years. A student in Columbia
College can under present regulations enter the Columbia Medical

School or the Teachers' College at the end of his sophomore year,

and at the end of his four years professional training receive both

his bachelor's and his professional degree. Similarly at the end of

Junior year in Columbia College he can enter the Columbia Law
School, and at the end of his three years' law course receive both

degrees. This is a privilege that naturally proves attractive to many
men and thus becomes a factor in Columbia's growth, not parallelec!

elsewhere, at least to so great a degree.
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Only an instiuition sitiiatcil in a great city could hope to develop,

as the University of Pennsylvania has done, a school of Finance and

Commerce from a total enrollment of 139 in 1900 to a total of 494 in

19 10. Among all the institutions compared, Cornell is the only one

which possesses a School of Agriculture. The enrollment in this

school has grown from 91 in 1900 to 507 in 1910, thus forming

almost one-sixth of the total number of undergraduates. Cornell

stands alone, also, in the fact that it admits students of both sexes.

This might easily become an important factor in the growth of an

institution. But as a matter of fact women students have had no

part in the increase in Cornell's enrollment during the last ten years.

Engineering courses they do not take ; and in the Department of Arts

and Sciences only 238 were enrolled in 1910 as com])ared with 2(13

in 1900, showing that the number matriculated is actually on the de-

crease.

• Lastly, the peculiar o institution as well as the peculiar history of

the University of \'irginia must be borne in mind when that insti-

tution is drawn into comparison. Founded on the plan of European

in.stitutions of learning, without fixed entrance requirements, and

without a fixed cour.se at least in the Academic De])artment, it re-

mained for three decades an anomaly among American institutions

of learning, and then suffered, like all other Southern interests, for

three decades more from the consequences of the Civil War. Only

within the last five years has it undergone a thorough reorganization

under which it is now being remodelled after the plan of our leading

State universities.

As this chapter is intemled to contain a comparison of the growth

in the undergraduate departments of certain institutions, it may be

well here to state, just what is meant by this term. Undergraduate

departments, in the sense used here, include all those courses, how-

ever designated, which require for admission the Carnegie Founda-

tion standard of at least fom-tcen units, which normally take four

years to complete, and w liich lead to a bachelor's degree. Divinity,

Law, Medical, and Summer schools are, of cour.se, excluded ; and

only in one case has a graduate course been included. The number
of students in the graduate course in Electrical Engineering at

Princeton, in tlie graduate courses in Engineering at Dartmouth and

at Harvard (from the year 1906-7 on) has been inserted to the

right of the main column under tlie heads of these universities; but

these figures have not in any case lieen included in (he totals. This

exception has been made in order to have some clue to the ]M-ospects
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of relativL- growth in graduate ami undergraduate engineering cours-

es. For, in the effort to improve the quality of technological edu-

cation, it seems to be an open question whether it is wiser to put

engineering courses on a graduate basis, as has always been the

case at Dartmouth and as Harvard has recently done, or whether it

is not better to add to the undergraduate engineering courses as they

ah-eady exist, one or tw^o years for study along special lines.

This is the method which Yale is adopting; and at Cornell last

September (1910) candidates whose entrance records were not

entirely satisfactory were admitted only with the understanding that

they were to receive their degrees at the end of five years. From the

point of view of growth a glance at the figures in the table will

show that the latter method has all the advantage.

I'.efore analyzing the growth of the several institutions under

consideration a few words of explanation in regard to our tables will

be necessarv ; for the formal arrangement of a table of statistics

presents not a few technical difficulties. While the tendency to

multiply so-called "nondescriijt'" degrees so prevalent in the eighties

and nineties has ha()pily been overcome, nevertheless the courses

leailing to the same degree in dift'erent institutions differ widely,

llesides the A.ll. and the li.S. degrees we have to deal with only two

others: the Litt.l'.. degree at Princeton and the Ph.l'.. degree at

Lafayette and at Yale. The Princeton Litt.Il. and the Lafayette

Ph.l'). degree stand for a general humanistic course with Latin but

without Greek. \X all other institutions under consideration but

one, the A.l!. degree is conferred for this course. In other words

the .\.B. figures given for every institution except Princeton, LJni-

versity of Pennsylvania and Lafayette, include those students taking

both Latin and Greek as well as those who take Latin but no Greek.

The Ph.l!. degree at Yale is given for the three years' technical

course in the Sheffield Scientific School. Tt is in fact a course in

applied science, and, barrnig the fact that this degree is conferred at

the end of three years, would almost an\\vhere else be designated

an engineering course. For this rea.son no special note of it has

been made in the table, and it is reckoned, as far as possible, with

the C.E. courses elsewhere.

Furthermore, the B.S. degree at Princeton involves a four years'

entrance requirement and a Freshman year course in Latin. But
this holds true at the present writing only of Amherst (since 1905)
and Williams. During the decade in question Yale did require three

years of jireparatory Latin for admission t(.) the Sheffield Scientific

School: but in ifjio Latin was maile elective, and an equivalent
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amount of French and German is now accepted as a substitute.

Everywhere else the B.S. degree is conferred for courses which

may have no Latin in them at all and which usually dn not require

any more mathematics for entrance than the A.B. course.

But the difficulties do not end here. Very often as at Columbia,

Cornell, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Dartmouth, Amherst, and Williams,

the A.B. candidates and the B.S. candidates, or what would corre-

spond to them according to the Princeton meaning of the degrees,

are listed without distinctidu under the hcacl of "College", "Arts and

Sciences", etc. In the table this has been indicated by a bracket with

the usual abbreviations before it. Similarly, Yale under the head

Sheffield Scientific School grnujis her I'h.B., her students of .\gri-

culture. Applied Chemistry, and her Civil, Mechanical and Electrical

Juigineering students together. The Sibley School at Cornell and

the Department of Electrical 1-Jigineering at Pennsylvania include

both Mechanical antl Edectrical Engineers with no means of distinc-

tion ; while at the University of X'irginia the Engineering Depart-

ment embraces a course in Mining as well as in Civil. Mechanical and

Electrical Engineering. In consulting the table, therefore, it is nec-

essary to note exactly what the figures include or coni])arisons may
lead to erroneous conclusions. Each deiiarlmcnt in the various uni-

versities has been kept sejiarate so far as the catalogues furnished

data. The ap])arent alisence of special students iw most institutions

should not lead to the inference that they do n<it exist, for only a

few institutions list them separateh-. Where no sei)arale figure is

given for them it should be assumetl that they, too, are included in

the totals of the several dei:)artments.

As Princeton is the natural starting point for comparison, the

figures in the upper half columns, as far as possible, include

only those departments which Princeton has in common with other

universities and colleges under consideration. Below th-e first total

have been added the figures for such dciiartnients and courses as

Princeton does not possess. This will render a comparison easier;

but the cfuestion arises here whether it would not be justifiable to

reckon to the B.S. totals the number listed under the heads: Biology,

Chemistry, Geology, etc.. in the lower half of the column at such in-

stitutions as Harvard, Columbia, Pennsylvania and Lafavelle, for

these separate schools or departments so-called are in fact only

B.S. courses, with Biology, Chemistry, Geology, etc., as their main

subject. However, the arrangement of such courses and departments

in the lower half of the column will not only show how far these

courses have contributed to the growth of the respective institutions
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hm will also furnish data for other comparisons, such as the reader

himself may feel templed to make.

77/c' Growth in linyoUnicnt ]"icwcd in the Light of the Eutranee

Reqiiireineitts

r.earinji in mind the facts already given in the first chapter of this

report as to the varying requirements for admission to the several in-

stitutions which arc considered here, it will be interesting to see how-

far tlie growth in numl)ers at each can l)e related to the requirements

for ailmission—whether high or low in quantity, whether relatively

l)rescribed or with wider choice of electives, whether admission

takes place b\- examination or by certificate.

If we consider first the two classes of institutions which have re-

spectively the prescribed and the elective system of entrance require-

ments it will be found that in the departments of arts and sciences,

i. e., for courses which lead to the A.H. (Litt.B., Ph.B.) and B.S.

(general science) degrees—those with the entrance elective

system. Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, I'ennsylvania, and Mrginia

have increased in enrollment on the average about 32 per cent

;

while those with the prescribed system of admission, Princeton,

Dartmouth. I.afayette, Amherst, and Williams, have grown only

on the average zj per cent; and if Dartmouth is omitted—for

good reasons, which will be explained later—the average increase

for the four remaining colleges drops to 16^4 per cent.* Two
of the latter— Princeton and Lafayette—have actually lost, the one

5, the other 4 per cent, of the enrollment in 1900. Of course the

fact must not be overlooked that other factors are involved here;

but both groups contain institutions with high and with low quan-

titative reciuirements, institutions, also, which admit only on ex-

amination and those which admit on certificate. That these figures,

therefore, show a certain drift in favor of the entrance elective

system can hardly be doubted; for it must be remembered that we

have eliminated all engineering courses and have eliminated also

the special schools in Biology, Chemistry, Music, Fine Arts, etc.,

which are enumerated in the table in the lower half of the column

below the first total.

Only one institution with prescribed requirements, namely Dart-

mouth, has had a phenomenal growth during the ten years in ques-

* Yale must be omitted from this comparison because the Pb.B. men can-

not be (listinguisbcd from the engineers in her catalogue list.
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tidii. In tlii> institution tin- 1910 undergraduate enrollment was 70

])er'cent. higlier than in iijoo. Hut thougli Dartniouth must teclini-

callv be grouj'eil witli the institutions whose retiuirenients are closely

prescribed, a reference to the first c]iai)ter of this rejjort (p. 10)

will show that in reality a rather wide range of choice is possible.

( )f the institutions under discussion, four, Harvard, Yale, Prince-

ton, and Columl)ia, have during the decade just ended ad-

mitted candidates only on examination, while the others have ac-

cejjted in lieu of examination the certificates of accredited secondary

schools, both public and private. Confining ourselves first to the

college or general humanistic and general science courses, and again

omitting Yale because the Ph.D. candidates in the Sheffield Scien-

tific School cannot be distinguished in her catalogue from the stu-

dents of Engineering nor in Yale College from the A.P). candidates,

we find that the increase in 1910 over the enrollment in 1900 has

averaged for Harvard, Princeton and Columbia only 11 per cent.,

while for the remaining .seven institutions it has averaged over 37.5

per cent. H all undergraduate courses are included in our calcu-

lation, the average increase in enrollment in 1910 over that of 1900

for Harvard. Yale. Princeton and Columbia has been close to 15

per cent., while in the remaining seven it rises to more than 65 per

cent. r)r if onlv engineering courses are considered in those insti-

tutions where engineering has l)een highly developed, and if the Law-

rence Scientific School from 1900-1905 and the Sheffield Scientific

School with its B.S students are included, the figures show that the

average growth in Harvard, Yale, and Columbia, institutions with

entrance examinations, has been during the decade only 46 per cent.,

while at Cornell, University of Pennsylvania, University of Vir-

ginia and Lafayette it has averaged 142 ])er cent., showing again

that so far as the increase in the number of students is concerned,

admission on certificate has an immense advantage over examination

only, whether it l)e viewed exclusively from the academic, or from

the engineering side, or whether we consider the total enrollment

of all dej^artments taken together.

()f com'se there are other factors involved besides the (|uantity of

the rei|iiirements. the freedom of choice in entrance subjects, and

the methods of admission: but such factors as the strictness witii

which the entrance re(|uirements are enforced, the relative difficuily

of entrance examinations where they are still re(|uircd, and the

strictness with which the standard is maintained after admission,

are factors about which mii\'a'sit\' catalogues furnish little direct
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information, and upon vvhicli this is n(.it the place to dwell.

While they undoubtedly play a part in the growth of all institu-

tions, allusion is made to them here merely to emphasize the fact that

in the study of the tables, the c|uantity of the entrance requirements,

the degree of liberty in the choice of entrance electives, and the

method of admission by examination or certificate are the three cal-

culable factors constantly to be kept in mind. For usually it will be

found that a steadily growing institution will have at least two of

these three factors in its favor.

Thus in institutions like the University of Pennsylvania (14.5

units), Dartmouth (14.5), Amherst (14^), and Williams (14.5), ^^
with requirements quantitatively low, acbnission on certificate, and a

fair degree of choice in entrance electives, the growth in the courses

leading to the A.I!, and- B.S. degrees during the ten years from

igoo to 1910 has been respectively 86, 70, 34 and 42 per cent. Cor-

nell with high entrance requirements (15 units), but with admission

on certificate jind a liberal choice of entrance electives, has increased

her enrollment in the Department of Arts and Sciences 26 per cent,

during the same period. Columbia College, with somewhat lower

requirements (14.5 units), with a large option in entrance subjects,

and admission only by examination, but with the advantage of admis-

sion to her professional schools after two years of undergraduate

work, has increased 34 per cent, or \(^2 by actual count in the last

decade.

Princeton, with entrance requirements quantitatively high (15.5),

little choice in entrance electives, and entrance exaiuinations strictly

enforced, between 1900 and 1910 actually lost 34 or 5.3 per cent of

her enrollment in the .\.\\., 1!.S. and Litt.15. courses.* Again,

Harvard College, with a large choice in entrance electives, but re-

quirements (|uantitativcly high ( 16.), and admission only by exam-
inations likewise pretty strictly enforced, has gained only 103, or

4.7 per cent in her enrollment during the last ten years.

Finally, if Yale College is added, with entrance requirements rela-

tively high (15.5 units), admission only by examination, and up to

the present year (1911) only a limited choice of entrance combina-

* Special students have not been included in this total because it is not
possible to tell how many of them fell to C.E. and how many to the A.B.
and B.S. courses. Furthermore the qualifying specials which have greatly

outnumbered the others during the last four years enter on their records at

other institutions and do not take entrance examinations. If all specials

shouhl lie included the actual loss would be 49, not enough difference to

affect matcriall\ the calculations.
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tiiins, llu' lalilc >li(i\v> tlial her .i;ain in cnnillnicnt lias l)(.'eii only 39 in.

Icn \eai>, or 3.2 ])er clmU. nf iIr- (.nniUniciil in 1900. Since iyo6-

\i)Oj the numbers have actually been on the decline, there being 122

fewer students in Yale College in 1(^09-1010 than in 1906-1907; and

the enrollment for 1910-Kji 1 sliows a fm-ther decrease of three.

In this last connection it is intcrcstins;- to note that during the past

three \ ears. Princeton's enrollment in the A.!!., U.S. and Litt.Ti.

com'ses lias been on the increase. Fhe total undergraduate enroll-

ment in igio-iyii shows a gain of yi over tliat in 1907-1908. This

increase is due to the fact that the enrollment of the l'..S.. Litt.l!.

course has recently been more than offsetting the loss in the A.l!.

If the C.1'1 enrollment is included (but not the (|ualifying sjiecials

who do not jiass entrance re(|uirements ) this gains sinks to 57,

owing to the fact tliat the numbers in the C.E. course have been

slightly on the decline during the last three years.

Comparison of Individual Undergraduate Courses.

On the l)asis of the table as presented it will now be in order to

make a few special comparisons to find out if possible how other

institutions are developing, particularly in those courses which have

existed at Princeton during the last ten years. As the longest es-

tablished and most venerable, the .\.r>. course will be considered

first.

/. The A.B. Course.

Of all the institutions in the table only three, F'rinceton, Lafayette

and the University of Pennsylvania, still insist u]jon Greek for the

A.B. degree. Ihtt in the catalogue of the last named uni\ersity the

A.n. candidates and the U.S. candidates are listed without distinction

in the Department of .Arts and Sciences. So it will be impossible to

take the numfjer of A.l!. candidates in this case into account. As
to the state of ( ireek in the Eastern colleges one must be content

with figures from Princeton and Lafayette. In 1900-1901 there were

749 students taking the A.l!. course in Princeton. This number

rose to 760 in 1901-1902, but since that date it graduall}' declined

to 321 in 1909-1910.* This represents a loss of 228 or over 30 per

cent, during the decade under consideratior. These figures are

jiarticularly significant liecause the entrance requirements for the

.A. II. course have undergone no essential changes during these ten

years. The only modifications made have been slight, bringing the

definition of two of the units in Latin and Mathematics into harmony

* In iqio-iyii the rcgistr^itioii in tills inursi- \vM ileclincd further to 496.

a loss of 25 mure.
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with the Carnegie system. In dlher wenls Salhist and an extra

booi< of Caesar have been ih-opped from the Latin re(|uircnient and

I'ermutations and Comljinations from Algebra, reducing the nunilier

of units required for admission from 15.8 to 15.5.

Princeton has high entrance requirements and achiiits only on

examination. Let us see the fate of this course at Lafayette, an

institution with low requirements and admission on certificate. In

lyoo-iyoi there were 122 A.I!, candidates at Lafayette. In

1902-3 the number rose to 124 to sink back—with some fluctuation

—

to 91 in 1909-1910. In other words, Lafayette has lost thirty-one or

over 25 per cent of her A.li. enrollment since 1900. As the entrance

requirement for the A. I!, course at Lafayette up to 1908, omitting

Arithmetic and Geography, was only thirteen units—since that date

it has been fourteen—it follows that *he A.i!. course with required

Greek, even in an institution with low entrance re([uirements, has

been losing ground steadily.

But if the outlook is discouraging fi:)r die A.JJ. degree with Greek,

the prospect for the A.L!. course both with and without Greek is

not much more propitious. Here three institutions may be com-

pared. Harvard, for the seven years 1900-1907, Yale and Lafayette.

Princeton cannot be brought into the reckoning because the Litt.B.

candidates are not distinguished from the B.S. during Freshman
and Sophomore years. As the I'h.l!. candidates at Lafayette—i. e.

men who take Latin but not Greek—are listed separately, they are

added to the Lafayette A.B. number to get the total.

At Harvard the number of A. P.. candidates rose from 1992 in

1900-1901 to 2109 in 1902-1903, and then gradually declined to 1823

in 1907-1908. In other words, the Harvard A.B. course lost 169 or

over 8 per cent, during the years for which we can get figures.

Harvard has quantitatively the highest entrance requirements of any
university in the land, has up to the present admitted only on ex-

amination, but has permitted the candidate a wide liberty of choice

in entrance subjects.

But let us look at Yale College where the entrance requirements

are a little lower, 15.3 units, where there is a limited range of

choice, but admission only on examination. In 1900-1901 there were
1 190 students enrolled in Yale College: this number grew to 1351 in

1906-1907, but since that date has dropped back to 1229, netting a

gain of 39 or only 3.2 per cent, during the period in question. The
loss since 1906-1907 has been 122 or 9 per cent, of the enrollment in

that year. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that Har-
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vard has a(li>i)teil a new method of achiiission and that Vale has re-

formed lier entrance reciiiirenients on the elective principle.

The record for Lafayette, where the entrance rei|uirements are

low ( 1,^ to 14 i)oints). and where students are admitted on certifi-

cate, is no better. In the A. I'., and l'h.r>. courses the total enrollment

in 1900-iyoi was 218 (i22-|-(/i). in iyoy-1910 it was 193 (91+102)

showing a loss of 25 or 1 1.4 per cent. In the Ph.B. course there was

a gain of 6 or about 6.2 i)er cent, during this same period. .So that

with or without Greek, with admission by examination or on certifi-

cate, with a wide or a limited range of entrance electives, the A.B.

course does not seem to have very brilliant prospects, as far as any

inference can be drawn from the records of these three institutions.

A brief table will set forth the figures in detail.

SuMM.\RY 1. The .\.B. Coirse.

Harvard Yale Lafayette

igoo-igoi 199^ 1 190 218

1901-11^2 198.^ 1340 231

1902-KJ03 ^ 2109. 1205 223

1903-1904 2073 1250 196

1904-1905 2009 1275 184

ic,>o5-i9o5 1899 1322 148

1906-1907 135' 163

1907-1908 1823 1315 174

1908-1909 1273 183

1909-1910 1229 193

Loss 169 = 8.4 7f Gain 39 = 3.2% Loss 25 = 11.4%

//. The B.S. Course.

The B.S. or general science course offers especial difficulties and

the figures ascertainable for only three institutions"—Harvard

(1900-1906), Princeton (1900-1905), and Lafayette (1900-1910)

—

hardly warrant any general inferences beyond the fact that this

course seems to be diyiding up into several more special courses

such as Biology and Chemistry, with the tendency particularly in the

latter subject to lay emphasis on the practical side. The first diffi-

culty in considering the B.S. degree is to determine the course for

which this degree is conferred ; for no degree, particularly in these

davs of elective studies, has l)ecome the label of such an oinninm

* .\t most other institutions considered the B.S. candidates are cata-

logued together with the .\.V>. and it is impossihle to ascertain the propor-

tion of each. In tin- V:de catalogue they arc listed ivitli the engineers uilh-

out distinction.
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ijathcniin as the R.S. W'liilc Harvard, \'ale, rrinceton and Lafayette

have tried to keep it as the designation for a course made up pre-

eminently of scientific stn(Hes, yet if a definition had to be given it

could only be said that this degree stands for about every course,

except Engineering, for which the A.l!. degree is not given. Even

to-day the Princeton B.S. course with its four years entrance and

Freshman year requirement in Latin would naturally be taken at

Harvard or at Yale in the academic department and be rewarded

with the A.l). degree on completion.

Again the B.S. is a course with widely varying entrance require-

ments. \i the A.B. requirements have remained relatively^ stable,

the li.S. have been subjected to all the whims of the elective sys-

tem. \'ery few institutions still require Latin for this course, al-

though it may be oflFered as an elective at most. Where a special

degree, as at Lafayette the Ph.B., is provided for a course with Latin

but with no Greek, the B.S. degree is conferred only for the course

without Latin and without (ireek. So that comparisons are often of

no value at all. Lasth^ it is a course whose entrance requirements

have undergone great changes quantitatively. As a consequence uni-

formity in increase or decrease is not one of its characteristics. All

these difliculties will come to light in the figures available for the

three institutions mentioned.

Between 1900 and 1906, the year before the courses in Law-
rence Scientific School began to be eliminated, the number of B.S.

students at Harvard dropped from 170 to 66, a loss of 104 or 61.2

per cent, of the enrollment at the first date. At first glance this

would seem to indicate that the course in general science was also

on the decline. But certain local conditions at Cambridge must be

taken into account here. Between the years 1900 and 1903 the en-

trance requirements for this course were rapidly raised from 13 to

16 Carnegie units, bringing the standard up to that for admission to

Harvard College. This procedure, coupled with the fact that Har-
vard University is located in the same city as one of America's
leading technological schools, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, will probably account for most of the loss: for it must be

remembered that the ]\Iass. Inst, of Tech. admits on only 14 units,

two of which are accepted on certificate, while the Lawrence Scien-

tific School from 1903 on required 16 units with examination in all.

On the other hand the enrollment at Princeton in the B.S. course
rose from 266 in 1900 to 363 in 1905, a gain of 97 or 36.4 per cent.

But u]} tci the year T903 the requirements did not total more than

13 Carnegie units. Another jjoinl was added the next year, and bv
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1905 ihey liad reached 14.5. In npf) the 1'>.S. and Litt.R. entrance

requirements became identical and the <iuantity of the requirement

was made ec|iial to that for the A.l!. course, namely 15.8 units.

For the sake of completeness rather than comparison the growth

in tlie enrollment of U.S. -Lilt.!!. can<lidates may be added. It

will furnish some clue as to the fiuure prospects of this

course. In 1905-1906 the number of ll.S.-Litt.P). candidates, as

closely as can be calculated, was about 390. The difficulty, here.

lies in the fact that this was one of the three transition years and

that the A.I!, and Litt.B. candidates are for two years listed together

in the University Catalogue under the head of academic students.

By 1907-08 the number sank to 325 to rise to 44.0 in 1909-10. This

represents a gain of 50 since 1905 or 12.8 per cent. As the number

has risen still further to 515 in 1910-191 1, a gain of 73, the growth of

this department is for the first time more than lialancing the loss on

the A.B. side, which was 55 during the same year.

Similarly at Lafayette, there has been an increase in the enroll-

ment of the B.S. course during the ten years igoo-1910 from 19 to

35, a gain of 16 or 84 per cent. But it must be remembered that the

B.S. course at Lafayette is a pure science course requiring neither

Latin nor Greek for admission. Again, not counting Arithmetic or

Geography, the quantitative requirements for admission to this

course did not aggregate more than 10.5 units between 1900 and

1905. By 1908 they had been raised to 12.5 or thirteen. While the

number of elective possibilities is small, yet Lafayette admits on

certificate. So the only admissible inference from a comparison

of these three institutions seems to be that the growth of the B.S.

department has depended more on the comparatively low qviantity

of the entrance requirements than that of almost any other depart-

ment.

A table is added which sets forth the figures for these courses

:

Su.M.M.VKV II. The B.S. Cocrsf..

Harvard Princeton Lafayette

1900-1901 170 266 19

1901-1902 157 28s 14

1902-1903 141 291 II

1903-1904 126 343 12

1904-1905 98 363 7

1905-1906 66 •

Loss 104 Gain 97

or or

61.2 per cent. 36.4 per cent.
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B.S. Litt.B.

iQ05-iyo6 390 —
1906-1907 341 13

1907-1908 32s 12

1908-1900 376 23

1909-1910 440 35

B.S. Litt.B. gain 50 Gain 16

or or

12.S per cent. 8_) per cent.

///. 77k' Collcyc or tlic Ih-partmcnt of Arts and Sciences, includ-

ing all .LB.. B.S., Litt.B. and Ph.B. degrees but e.vclusia-e of the

special schools of Chemistry (at Colninhia, University of Pennsyl-

vania and Lafayette) and of Biology (at the U. of P.).

Tlie general result.s ascertainable from the comparison of the en-

rollment in the general humanistic and general .science courses in the

institutions under consideration, together with some of the factors

which may be said to affect the increase or decrease of this enroll-

ment, have all been embodied in the earlier pages of this chapter.

Here it is onl\- necessary to add, for the sake of completeness, the

details in connection with each university or college. P.eginning

with those institutions which have during the last tlecade admitted

only on examination, it will be found that at Harvard the total en-

rollment in the courses under consideration was 2162 in the year

1900-iqoi. By 1906 this number had sunk to igi'iS. dtie probably to

the increase in the entrance requirements for the B.S. coarse. Since

igo6 it has risen to 2265, netting for the decade a gain of 103 or

4.7 per cent on the enrollment in 1900. Quantitatively Harvard has

the highest entrance requirements of any tmiversity in the land.

Since 1900 they have been 16 points for the A.B. course and since

1903 the same for the B.S. While she has tluring this decade al-

lowed a wide choice in entrance electives, she has up to the year

191 1 never admitted except upon examination in all of the subjects

offered for entrance.

At Princeton the enrollment for the A.B. and B.S. courses totaled

1015 in the year 1900-1901. In 1905-6 it was 1000. Since 1906-

1907, the year in which the new entrance reijuirements went into

effect, the total enrollment for the A.B., B.S. and Litt.B. courses has

dropped further to 961 representing a loss of 54 or 5.3 per cent,

during the decade in question.* Since 1907-1908 the numbers in

* This year (1910-11) the total enrolhncnt (exckusive of specials) has risen

in these three courses to 1013. or ahnut what it was in 1900. .\lniost all the
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the U.S. -Lilt. I'.. (k-parliiK-ius iiavu been smncwliat mi tlic increase.

So far as tlu- entrance re(|uirenients are concerneil, iliey have been

.snbstantiallv 15.5 units for the A.B. course since lyoo witb only

a cboice l)et\\eeu two modern languages, and up to 1904 for tlie

U.S. course not more than 14.5 units, being graduall)' raised until

1907 when the_\- became 15.5, the same as for the A. I'.., with onl>

two possible combinations of electivcs for admission, and the bulk

of b'reshman year devoted to Latin, Mathematics, and I'hysics.

At Columbia, on the other hand, where there is alinost as wide a

range of entrance electives as at Harvard, admission to the 1!.S.

course without either Latin or Greek, and a fairly wiile choice of

electives in Freshman year, the "enrollment has increa.sed steadily

during the decade under consideration from 474 to 636, representing

a gain of 162 or 34 jjer cent, over the enrnllment in lyoo. Acciir<l-

ing to the Carnegie Foundation Report (1908) the entrance require-

ments at Coltimbia aggregate 14.5 units. At present they are nearer

15 units, at least for the A.B. course. While Columbia admits only

on examination, the more liberal choice of entrance subjects and

the privilege of entering a jjrofessional school after two years under-

graduate study doubtless account for much of the gain.

P'or Yale College the figures have already been given in a ])revious

paragraph; and as her I'h.Ll. students are included in the em-oUment

for the Sheffield Scientific School it is impossible to obtain separ-

ate figures.

Turning next to the larger group of institutions which admit mi

certificate, C'ornell will he considered first. The enrollment in the

Department of Arts and Sciences here has grown irom 744 in 1900

to 943 in 1910, a gain of 199 or 26.7 ])er cent. As has been explained

in a previous paragraph, no part of this gain is due to the fact that

Cornell is coeducational, for fewer women were matriculated in this

department in 1910 than in 1900. So far as the entrance rec|uire-

ments are concerned they embody the elective principle, 9 or 10 units

being required and the remainder elective. Since 1908 they have

been 15 units for all departments, but in 1900 for the A.Vk course

tliey were about 13.5 units, being raised to 14 in I90f) and equalized

at 15 for all courses in 1908. With the wide choice of entrance

electives there goes hand in hand a wide option in l'"reshman vear.

Candidates are admitted to the r>..S. course without Latin or (ireck;

and these factors coml)ine<l with the method of admission account

iiicrtasu in tlu lot.il l•^Ki^l^aUllll nf Prim-ilcm has liecii due tn the ^rnwdi in

I Ik- ('.E. ciuirsf.
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tor much nf the growth (hiring this decade. Although the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania does not grant the A. P.. degree without

Greek, the arrangement of entrance requirements is in fact, if

not in form, very similar to that of Cornell. The B.S. degree is

given for all courses, even those in Architecture and in the Wharton

School of Finance. For the Department of Arts, which covers the

Princeton A.B.. Litt.P>. and B.S. courses, the entrance requirements

total 14 units, seven of which ( Eng. 3, History 2, Mathematics 2)

are required and the rest elective. Candidates are admitted on the

certificates of accredited schools. Between the years 1900 and

1910 the DeiJartment of Arts increased .from 197 to 367 a gain of

170 or 86.2 per cent over the enrollment in 1900.

At the University of Mrginia, where in 1900 the only rei|uiremcnt

was a good high school course, and wliere in 1909 it- was (|uantita-

tively defined as 14 units, seven of which are required (Eng. 3,

Math. 3, History i), the increase between 1900 and 1910 was 13.2

per cent., the enrollment in the former year being 293 and in the

latter 23^-

Of the four remaining institutions of the college type an account,

with considerable detail, has already been given. It will be neces-

sary here only to add the figtu'es. At Dartmouth in the courses

leading to the A.B. and B.S. degrees the enrollment in 1900 was

642. The growth from this date on has been an unbroken one

reaching a total of 1097 in 1910, a gain of 455 or 70.8 per cent. On
the other hand at Lafayette, whose entrance requirements have also

been explained, the enrollment in the A.B., Ph.B. and li.S. courses

dropped from 237 in 1900 to 158 in 1906. Since that date it has

risen to 228 rejiresenting a loss of 9 or less than 4 per cent, during

the ten years under consideration.

At Amherst, where the entrance requirements are reckoned at

14 units by the Carnegie Foundation, there has been, if the admis-

sion of special students is included, in reality a sliding scale of ad-

mission varying from 11 to 14 points. For no course has more than

2 points in Mathematics been required, and the combinations allowed

for Greek in some cases bring the total to not more than 12 points.

For the A.B. course three years of Latin and two years of Greek

will be accepted, the two extra points being offered in Modern Lan-

guages. In the B.S. course either four or five points in languages

are accepted and in Freshman year the student has two electives,

while the A.B. candidate has but one. The enrollment at Amherst
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has i,'r<i\\n during the decade in question fR)ni ^,^j}, to 527. a gain

of 134 or 34 ]ier cent.

I'inally at Wilhams College, whicli is credited with 14.5 points for

admission, the actual numher has been 13 units with Greek anil 14

without, an extra point in llistory being added; while as low as 11

or 12 units have been accepted in the case of special or partial stu-

dents. For the .\.F>. course 2 units in Mathematics suffice, while for

the B.S. 3.5 units are re(|uired. ()f course, Williams admits on cer-

tificate ; and the gain during the deca<le has been 159 or 42.9 per cent.,

the enrollment growing from 370 to 529 almost without a break.

The hgin"es for the combined humanistic and general science courses

may be suiumarized for these ten institutions as follows:

SuMMAkN III. Ik'MAXISTU ANIJ tJK.N'KKAI. .Scli;N(K ClIUKSKS O IM 111 .N Kri.

llarvanl rrinceUni Coluniliia Cuniel! Pcnn.

I900-I(X)I ^(>2 11)15 474 744 '97
1901-1902 2140 1045 ... 817 222

1902-190.3 2250 1045 484 783 23s
i903-igo-( 2igt) 1064 495 726 271

i904-i(;o5 2107 1022 525 672 266
1905-1906 1965 1000 55,^ 693 308
1906-1907 2253 929 60(1 735 313
1907-190S 2046 870 607 791 299
1908-1909 2238 907 630 S73 325
1909-1910 2265 g6i 636 943 367

Gain Loss Gain Gain Gain
103=4.7'/ 54=5.,?/! 162=34.1% :9'>=34.i7f 170=86.2

V'iryiiiia 1 lartniuutli Laf;

1900-1901 293 O42
igoi-1902 257 686
1902-1903 '.

. 709
1903-1904 299 7^0
1904- 1905 306 827
1905-1906 ... 8g8
1906-1907 289 1029
1907- 1908 325 1102

1908-1909 297 1T07

1909-1910 2i2 i«>7

Gain Gain Loss Ciain Gain
39=13.2% 455=70.8%, 9=4% i.U=34% >5<)=4^-9

/r. The C.E. Depart iiu-iil.

The most striking fact in the history of American universities

during the last ten years has been the development of the department

of a])plied science. A glance at our table will (piickly show that

in the departiiu'iU of Civil Engineering alone the numbers at

avL'tte
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Princeton have doubled, those at Cornell have tripled, and at the

L'niversitv of Pennsylvania there were in 1910 five times as many

civil engineering students as in 1900. For this department we

can compare six institutions—Harvard from iyoo-1906. Prince-

ton, Columbia. Cornell, the University of Pennsylvania and La-

fayette.

At Harvard we notice the same phenomenon as in the B.S.

course. The lumiljer of civil engineers rose from 62 in 1900 to

78 in 1903 only to drop back to 55 in 1906, when civil engineering

courses were placed upon a graduate basis. The reason for this

loss of 7 in six years is not far to seek. It is undoubtedly to be

attributed to the same cause as the loss in the r).S. course. Between

Tooo and 1903 Harvard raised the entrance requirement to the C.E.

course from 13 to 16 units. As the Massachusetts Institute of

Technologv required onlv 14 units for admission during this period,

it is more than probable that the Lawrence Scientific School was

in a position of distinct disadvantage.

In spite of several changes in the entrance requirements, the

enrollment in the C.E. department of Princeton grew from 98 in

1900 to 247 in 1907 to sink back to 203 in 1909,* making the net

gain 106 or 108.3 pc cent, for the decade in question. In 1900

the entrance requirements for the C.E. course were hardly more

than 10 Carnegie units. By 1905 they had been gradually increased

to 14 or 15 units, causing apparently no falling off in growth, as the

rec|uirement was not. as at Harvard, made greater than at other

good engineering schools, \\nien in 1006 the B.S. and Litt.B. re-

c|uirements were made identical, the C.E. requirements were left at

either 14.5 if Latin was ofifered, or only 12.5 if a modern language

was substituted; and this situation continued until 191 1. As the

enrollment still continued to increase for the next two vears, reach-

ing 247 in 1907-1908, it is probable that the decrease since then has

been due to a more rigid enforcement of the rules of scholarship:

for there seems to be no good reason why the number of C.E.

students should decrease so long as the requirements are on a par

with those of other institutions. The liberty of choice is not a

factor which plays nearly so important a part in engineering re-

quirements as it does elsewhere, and other institutions such as the

Sheffield Scientific School have shown an unretarded growth in

spite of admission only on examination.

*In ii)io-ii tlic t-nnillmuiit in the C.E. course- has risen again to 214.
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A.t Culunihia the C.E. departniciit, fur whatever reason, has not

increased in a manner comparable with the development in the

others. In ujoo-igoi the enrollment was 78. in iij04-i935 it reached

108, and then with some lliiclnation. declined to (jfi in 1909-iyio,

netting a gain of 18 or 18.7 per cent, for the decade. The difficulty

does not seem to lie with the entrance requirements, for they have

remained at 14.5 units throughout the whole period, the only change

being the allowance of a wider choice of electives in order to enable

the candidate to lay the foundation for his special line of study in

Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, etc. .\t Columbia, as at most

of the other large engineering schools, the entrance requirements

are identical for all engineering and applied science courses.

At Cornell and the University of Pennsylvania on the other hand,

the growth in the Department of Ci\il Engineering has been some-

thing phenomenal. During this decade the enrollment has more than

tripled at the former University and quintupled at the latter. In

1900-igoi there were 179 civil engineering students registered at

Cornell; in 1909-1910 this number had risen to 555, an actual gain

of 376 or 210 per cent. Up to the year 1906 the requirements for

admission to this cours^ at Cornell aggregated about 14 units. In

1908 they were raised to 15 points, of which 11 (Math. 4, Mod. Lang.

3, Eng. 3 and History i) are required and the remainder elective. In

passing it may be noticed that the requireiuents at Cornell are the

same for all engineering courses and for the Department of .Archi-

tecture.

.\i the University of Pennsylvania the enrollment in the civil

engineering course has grown from 61 in 1900 to 306 in 19 10, a

gain of 245 or 401.6 per cent. Up to 1907-1908 the requirements

for admission to the Towne Scientific Sclujol and the Department of

Architecture averaged only about 12 to 13 units. Since that date it

has been from l to 1.5 points higher with essentially the same ad-

justment of required and elective subjects as at Cornell.

Finally, at Lafayette, where there has been a loss in the humanistic

and general science courses, there has been a gain of 25 or 48 per

cent, in the engineering courses, the number rising from 52 in 1900-

1901 to 114 in 1906-1907, and then falling again to ~j in \f)O()-\()\0.

From 1900 to 1903 the entrance requirements aggregated lO-ii

units, ])y 1905 they had been raised to 12-13, ""* reckoning Arith-

metic and Geography.

The figures for the develoi)ment in the C.E. Departnu'nts of these

si.K institutions are summarized in the following talile;
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Summary IV. The C.E. Coursk.

Ihirvard Princeton Colmiibia Cornell Penna. Lafayette

lyoo-igor 62 gS 78 179 61 52

I9OI-I9O2 56 14.? — 212 84 66

1902-igo,? 72 144 !(X) 245 102 76

190^-1904 7- 17- '06 312 151 86

1904-1905 (iS 187 108 376 177 85
igo5-i(;o6 55 213 98 418 206 93
1906-1907 — 236 106 460 2\y 114

1907-1908 — 247 Si 499 271 104

igoS-1900 — 241 99 569 298 89
19C9-1910 —

20.i 06 555 306 77

Loss 1900-1906 7 Gain Gain Gain Gain Gain
106 18 376 245 25

—idi.z"/' =[8.77^ =210% =401.6'/ =48%

V. The E.E. and the M .11. Departments.

The comparative gmwtli of these two departmeiits. which are

united at Cornel! and the University of Pennsylvania, can be brieHy

.set forth in the form of tables : for it will be recalled that the en-

trance reqniremcnls are identical with those of the C.E. course.

What has been saitl of them in the |)revious section hold.'; true here

also.

For the undergraduate course in Electrical Engineering figures are

available for three institutions: Harvard from 1900-1906. Columbia

and Lafayette. It is worth observing that the enrollment in Har-

vard's E.E. course nearly doubled between 1 900- 1
906. while in

all other engineering courses it declined. At Columbia there has

been a loss for the whole decade, as in the C.E. course, while Lafay-

ette gained J^^er cent.

Harvard Coluniljia Lafayette
1900-igoi 42 106 30
1901-1902 49 41
ig02-:9O3 61 125 44
1903-1904 74 144 49
1904-1905 84 134 51

1905-1906 83 135 40
1906-1907 — 116 ^
1907-1908 — 75 53
1908-1909 — 64 61

1909-1910 — 55 64

Gain Loss Gain
41=99% 51=48.1% 34=113-3%

For the department of .Mechanical Engineering separate figures

are obtainable for only two institutions. Harvard and Columbia. In

both there has been a loss—at Harvard in harmony with the de-

crease in all engineering courses, except electrical engineering, due
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probabh- to high entrance requirements ; at Coluniljia, for some reason

which is not clear, because during this same decade the Cokimbia

School of Mines has grown from no to 150, a gain of 40 or 36.6 per

cent. The figures for Harvard and Columbia are as follows

:

The M.E. Oiurse.

Harvanl Columbia
1900- 1901 82 gS
1901-190J 70 —
1902-1903 56 115

1903-1904 57 loi

1904- 1905 66 85
1905-1906 37 93
1906-11J07

— 73
i907-i9aS — 57
190S-190Q — 73
1909-1910 — 78

Loss Loss
45=54-89f 20=20.4%

As the E.E. and M.E. courses are united at the University of

Pennsylvania and at Cornell, it is impossible to obtain sejjarate fig-

ures for either. Ily adding the E.E. and M.E. enrollment at Har-

vard and at Columljia, the growth in these two departments can be

compared in four institutions as follows

:

Sr.MM.\KY V. The E.E. .vnd M.E. Cdukses.

Harvard Columbia Cornell Pennsylvania
1900-1901 126 204 654 126

I90i-iix)2 138 784 121

1902-1903 142 240 886 159
1903-1904 12S 245 942 "^^207
1904-1905 125 219 10.^9 22i
1905-1906 121 228 1086 267
1907- i9aS 189 1072 307
1907-190S 132 1122 349
1908-1909 137 1158 385
1909-igio 133 1169 381

Loss 5 Loss 71 Gain 515 Gain 255
or 39% or 34.3% or yS.yfc or 210.1%

'i'lu- nil 1st iiDtcwurthy fact almut these figures is that while Har-

vard and Columbia actually lost in these combined courses, Cornell

has gained 78.7 jier cent, or 513, and the Cniversity of Pennsylvania

has just tripled its enrollment in ten years.

VI. .Ill Iliujiiiccriiiij Departments and Special Schools of Applied

Science, exclusive of Schools of finance. .Ircliitecture,

Pine Arts, Agriculture and rorestry.

If now a summary of the growth in all engineering (including
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mining) courses and for the special schools of Chemistry, Biology,

Geology, etc., where they exist, is made, totals for six institutions

may be presented. In one only, the Sheffield Scientific School, has

it been necessary to include the Ph.B. men, because these students

are not listed apart from the engineers. And in one only, Columbia,

has there been a loss for reasons which must be local. At Harvard

the gain from 1900 to 1906 was only 62 or 20.6 per cent. ; but as

has been previously explained, Harvard had during this period the

highest entrance requirements of any engineering school in the coun-

try and the proximity of the ^Massachusetts Institute of Technology

made growth under the circumstances impossible. At all the other

schools, Yale, Cornell, Penna.. \'irginia, and Lafayette, the growth

was little short of phenomenal, the enrollment averaging for these

five institutions 137.4 per cent., or more than doubling. The sub-

joined table sets forth the figures in detail

:

SuMM.\RY VI. Engineering Dep.sktmexts .\nd Schools of Applied Science.

Harvard Yale Columbia Cornell Peiina. Virginia Lafay'te
1900-01 300 505 438 833 311 ii 123

iqoi-02 354 542 996 334 37 158

1902-03 397 598 571 1 131 338 186

1903-04 359 726 592 1254 483 58 222

1904-0S 365 776 559 1415 542 88 205
1905-06 362 885 544 1504 642 195
1906-07 895 497 1532 696 123 225
1907-08 945 387 1621 7S8 III 237
1908-09 1053 435 1727 861 loi 233
909-10 1 1 10 433 1724 867 107 234

Gain 5 years Gain 605 Loss 5 Gain 891 Gain 556 Gain 64 Gain iii

62=20.6% =119.9% =106*% =178.7% =194% =90.2%

VII. Graduate Schools of Applied Science.

In conclusion, now, brief reference must be made to the graduate

schools of applied science at Harvard, Princeton, and Dartmouth,

for it is the view of some educators that all engineering courses

should be on a graduate basis, i. e. candidates should present a

bachelor's degree for admission. On the other hand the majority

of engineering schools will probably find it more practicable to add

one or two years for work in special lines to the regular course in

engineering, as the best means of improving this type of education.

The latter method enables these institutions to maintain their un-

dergraduate courses at their full strength and at the same time de-

velop such special lines of work as circumstances demand. What-
ever be thought of this plan in tlieory, at least in practice it is much
safer, as a comparison of the growth in the schools of Applied
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Science will demonstrate. Since the establishment nf the Harvard

School of Applied Science in igo6, the enrollment has increased

from 29 to 87 a gain of 38 or 200 per cent. In other words the

enrollment has tripled; hut the figures are comparatively so small

that they furnish no adequate basis for any calculation of the in-

crease.

At Dartmouth the Chandler School of Engineering has always

been on a graduate basis. During the last ten years cancHdates

have been allowed to enter this school after completing three years

of undergraduate work in the so-called Chandler Scientific course.

Net the enrollment in the Chandler Engineering School has risen

from ,V t" only 50 during the ten years from I'^oo-njio—a gain

of over 38 per cent. : but during the same ])erio(l Dartmouth College

has increased t)ver 70 per cent. .Vnd here ag;iin the totals are so

small that tliey hardly warrant a \'ery broad generaliz.ition.

The Elecli'ical luigineering School at Princeton shows the same

uncertaintx'. In iuoo-1901 it had an enrollment of 7; this number

rose to 13 in Kjoy-igio onh' to sinl< back' to 8 this \eai ( kjio-kji i ).

If, therefore, the graduate basis is to be the ultimate solution of the

problem of courses in a])i)lied science, these schools are more likely,

according to present indications, to reach that goal by way of the

undergraduate scientific course as is actually taking place at Vale,

than by the method of rei|uiring a l)achelor's degree for admission.

I'll!. Grand Snimiiary.

( )n the basis of the table one last comparison of the number of

undergraduates in all ilepartments of the unix-ersities under con-

sideration may Ijc attempted. In this total the Princeton Specials

(including qualifying sjiecials), the numlier of which has increased

with souie fluctuation from 48 in igoo-igoi to 8g in 1909-1910,*

are inclu(le<l for the first time, because it has been im])ossible to

tell just how many of them were to be assigned to the A.f!. the B.S.

l.itt.P. and C.E. course respectively, and the number, when added,

would hardly perce])tibly affect the ratios of increase or decrease.

Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the totals contain all the

-chools which have hitherto lieen omitted. In some cases, such

as the .School of I'ine Arts, and of Music at 'N'ale it may be

doubted whether they --liould be included at all. for while they do

not require a bachelor's degree for admission, they are hardly

looked u|)on as undergraduate courses. This fact must be kept

in mind when the com])arison is drawn, ^\'hile Harvard, iwing

* 111 lyio-nji 1 till' luiinlicr cif specials li;is (lro|)|H-(l an:iiii to 68.
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to the elimination of undergradnate courses in applied science, has

lost about 8 per cent.. Princeton and Columbia have each gained

about the same percentage in ten years. At Lafayette the gain

has been 28, at \'irginia 31, at Amherst 34, at Yale 35, while

at Dartmouth. Cornell and Pennsylvania it has reached 74, 90 and

160 per cent. re>])ectively. .\ table will set forth these figures in

detail.

GUANU SlMMARV

1 larvard

.\|.L UXDKRGH.VDU.VTE DePARTM KNTS.

: 000-01

.

It)OI-02.

I90J-O.S

.

1 50.^-04 •

1904-05.

1905-06.

\<,o6-oy.

1908-09.

1907-0S.

.909-10.

^499

-'(59.?

J621

-'539

-'40,?

-'4.51

•2.S7.?

22y»
Loss 221
=8.8''/

Yale

1903
I94<^

1919

21.57

2242
2402

-'4.i?

-'5.V8

^443
2571

Gain 668

=3.5.1%

Princeton

I [61

i-'3J

1-52

1310

1275

1271

1229

1213

1183

i-'53

Gain 92
=7-9'''

Columl)ia

lOoS

1163

1205

1 1 85
1 185
II2<J

IOS5

1017
ia'-'9

Gain 81

=8.i7r

Virginia Dartnionth Lafayette

1900-01 326 642 .360

1901-02 294 686 403
1902-03 709 420
1903-04 ^S7 7S0 410
1904-05 394 827 396
190506 898 353
19060-7 412 1029 401
1907-08 436 1 102 430
1908-09 398 1107 439
1909-TO 439 1097 464

Gain 113 Gain 455 Gain 104

=31-5% =73-9'/< =28.8%

1740

1987

2n8
2178

2500
2609

3 '-'4

2836

3313
Gain 157J

=90.4%

751

817

907
1062

1172

L5tj6

L531
r87i

1726

1959
Gain 1208
= 160.1%

Amlierst Williams

393

399
385
408.

406

455
469
508
524
527

Gain I ?4

=34%

370

355
' 381

417

443
476
472
481

529
Gain 159

=42.9%
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( )n the inipdrtant i|uestion of the mainlenancc of the standard

your committee has been able to gather some information concern-

ing (hfferent metliods of deahng with cases of deficient scholarshij)

at different institutions, together with a statement of the results

following the enforcement of the rules. Part of the data here

presented has been taken from printed reports and is common
pro])erty. A jiart, however, has come from private sources and

must be regarded as confidential.

So far as the rules governing the number of entrance conditions

a candidate may have and still lie admittetl to college are concerned,

there is a more formal and a more elastic method of admission in

the case of thi>se institutions which still require examinations for

entrance. To be admitted to regular standing at Princeton a

candidate must not be back more than one-fifth the total number
of points required for admission. That is to say. for the A.B. and

Litt.B.-Ii.S. courses, a candidate may be about 3.2 units in arrears,

or a little more than three full courses of one year at five jieriods per

week ; for the C.E. course during the last five years it has been

possible for a candidate to lie conditioned in 3 or 2.5 units, ac-

cording as he elected Latin and a modern language or both modern

languages. ( )f course this rule has not been enforced with me-

chanical regularity. In addition to the candidates admitted to

regular standing, Princeton has admitted on an average al)ont 30

candidates on trial every year. These trial candidates have a

greater deficiency than those admitted regularly. lUit, as a rule,

it does not go beyond 4.2 Carnegie units for the .\.15. and B.S.-

Litt.Il. candidates, nor beyond 4 or 3.5 for the C.E. In rare cases

ihe Entrance Committee has felt justified in going beyond the limits

stated. Such cases arise where the candidate has reached his

majiirity, has had to make his own way, and has not had

adequate op])ortunity to prepare himself fully. Under such e.\-

cejJtional circumstances the Committee uses its own ju<lgment and

does not feel bound by numerical rules.

Compared with Princeton, Harvard and Vale have a soniewbat

more flexible rule of admission. The .statement in the Harvard

catrdotrue coneerninsj entrance conditions reads as foll(.)ws : "It
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is impossible, therefore, to define the requirements for admission

with coiiditio)is in terms of points. The requirements for admission

withiHit cnnilitions are so defined, hut the requirements for admission

with conditions vary witli indivi(hial records. With the evidence

afforded by examinations and liy school records, the Committee on

Admission endeavor to consider each case on its merits." For the

last five years the Harvard Committee on Admission has demanded

the whole secondary school record of the candidate as evidence, and

in (liiuljtful cases, where practicaljle, has consulted the head-master

of the school in which the candidate was prepared. The practice

of consulting the whole schooPrecord of the candidate is one which

the I'rinceliin Committee on Entrance intends to follow in the future.

It can hardly fail to be of value in all doubtful cases, and is a

thing desired by many school-masters.

The Yale catalogue contains no information concerning the num-

ber of entrance conditions permitted in Vale College, but in regard

to the Shefiield Scientific School we find the following statement:

"The number of 6)nditions which shall exclude a candidate from

admission is not fixed. The record of each candidate is considered

with a view to deciding whether his preparation is adequate, and

whether the deficiencies are of such a nature as to admit of their

being made up within the time allotted, i. e. before the Ijeginning of

his second year." .\s a matter of practice it is generally supposed

that the ^'ale Entrance Committee lays particular stress upcm the

studies which a candidate takes during the last year in his secondary

school. If he makes a good record in his final examinations in

these, his chances for ailmission are very good, even if his pre-

liminary record is poor.

Comparing these more elastic rules with those of Princeton,

the inference seems justified that the latter is more strict in ad-

mitting candidates with coiiditiuiis than either Harvard or Yale.

For it is safe to say that a committee which is free to use its own
discretion, and to adjust the terms of admission to individual records,

will practically always be more lenient than one which is bound by

precedents and a standard set by law. But in justification of the

Princeton standard of admission and its enforcement, it must

be remembered that it is only an integral part of the whole system

of regulations governing deficiency in study. When an average

of ^y Freshmen is dropped annually and an average total of 78

Freshmen and Sojihomores—students whose course is made up

chiefly of subjects which are required for admission—it is niani-
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fcstly unwise as well .'is unjust to ailniit a larjier number of can-

didates in Septemljer if it he probable that they cannot maintain

the standanl set after they are admitted.

So far as those institutions which admit on certificate are con-

cerned, little delinite information can be obtained. l!ut it is safe

to say that there is no evidence to show that they are more strict

in regard to admission with conditions tlian those institutions which

admit only on examination. In fact the natural inference is to

the contrary, for practically all the universities and colleges that

have been considered, with the exception of Princeton and Yale

College, still admit a goodly number J)f sprcial or partial students,

a jiractice which means that delin(|uent candidates are not utterly

cast out even if thev do not conform to tlie standard. I'.esides.

a candidate who may not be certificated in all the entrance subjects

required .still has the chance to remove his conditions at entrance

examinations. The practice inaugurated at L'ornell in September,

1910, of re(|uiring candidates who were not certificated in, or who

had not actually passed, all the entrance rec|uiremcnts. to take a

course of five vears in order to obtain their degrees is a new

departure w itli the purpose of iin])roving the quality of technological

education. It has, so far as known, been imitated nowhere else.

Turning now to a consideration of the maintenance of the stan-

dard after admission, and of the number of men ilropped or dis-

missed in course as the result of deficiency in study, \-our com-

mittee has been able to obtain some information in regard to the

rules of scholarship in Harvard, Yale, Cornell, the University of

Michigan, the University of \\isconsin and the University of Min-

nesota. Here again, the automatic system at Princeton which drops

a student as soon as he is hack in half his work stands in contrast

with the more flexible "probation" .system in vogue at Harvard, Cor-

nell and the \\'estern State universities. In the latter institutions

the practice is for the instructor to warn a student at any time that

his work is unsatisfactory. If a student is thus warned in tvv'O

courses, the matter is brought to the official notice of the proper

committee, who investigate the student's work, and if his record

warrants. ])Ut him on probation. A student on probation cannot

take part in any jjublic activity, and is sup])osed to devote his whole

time to study. If at the next examination his work does not show

improvement, then he may be dro])ped or dismissed from college

for the rest of the year. V<\ special vote of l-'aculty he niav be
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permitted to re-enter at the beginning of the following year and

lake the year over again. Since much depends upon the strictness

with which such rules are enforced, it will be necessary to consider

the practice at different institutions a little more in detail, and to

start with Princeton as the basis for comparison.

The regulations governing conditions at Princeton may be con-

sulted in detail on pages 277-278 of the University Catalogue for the

_\'ear 1910-1911. The gist of these rules is tliat a stuilent is droi)])ed

as soon as he is deficient in half of his work. As the average

number of weekly recitations usually amounts to fifteen, a student

is dropjjed as soon as he is conditioned in eight hours of his wurk;

and unremiived entrance conditions as well as hack conditions in-

curred in course, except in the case of I'reslimen, contribute to

this total. If a student is dro])ped in l*"ebruary. he may, after the

lapse of a whole term during which he must he absent from

Princeton, and with the permission of the I'aculty, enter the next

lower class; brit a student dnijiped fmni liis class at the end of

the academic year luay. witli the |)ermissiiin of the baculty, be

allowed to enter the next lower class at the beginning of the next

academic year.

The result of the enforcement of these regulations ma\' best be

])resented in the form nf a table setting forth the number of men
dro])ped in the different courses at each exaniinaticjn dm-ing the

last five years :

A.B. B.S.-Litt.R. C.E. Totals

!,- I J
Regular 22 28 i5

'"
(;^"^7' I I . 6g

^""'-
I Special 2 2 I 46

40 45 30 ii.i

.\.B. B.S.-Liu.B. C.E, Totals

( I-\b.
/R'^S"lar 9 17 16

_ 1 1 Special 2 7 .3 54

June iRe§"'-7 14 10 26
^

'
I Special I I 2 54

26 35 47 loS

.\.B. B.S.-Litt.B. C.E. Totals

I Feb /Regii'^ii" 28 15 24

\
''^'-

\ Special 2 3 3 75

] Tunc •*
Kesular 12 7 31

^J"'"' (Special 3 2 3 .58

45 27 61 133

190!
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A.R. B.S.-Litt.B. C.E. Totals

,-
,

(Regular 12 20 22

S \ Special 3 7 5 69
IQCK)

/ T J

Special 2 2 2 40

'

) , ) kegiilar 7 6 21

24 35 50 log

A.n. B.S.-Litt.n. C.E. Ti.tals

j^.],
/Regular 9 19 10

I Specia
( Feb. \

"^" ."

.0,0
jSpecm

^ June ^«^S"'^
I. Special

1 3 I 1 -\i

ar 16 17 8
Special 2 5 4 52

30 42 2-i. 95

Summarizing fir.st for all departments, tlii.s table shows that (.111 the

average 112 students or 9.1 per cent of the annual enrollment have

been dropped every year for the last five years. Of these an aver-

age of 62 has been dropped in February and 50 in June.

In the A.B. course the number dropped each year has averaged

28.8 or about 5.3 per cent of the A.B. enrollment. On the B.S.-

Litt.B. side the yearly mortality has been greater, averaging over 30

on an enrollment of 375, or 8.7 per cent. Still greater is the number

dropped in the C.E. course, reaching an average of 37.2 every year

on an enrollment of 229 or 16.2 per cent of the number matriculated.

But greatest of all is the number of specials, qualifying for regular

standing, who have, during the last four years, failed to make good.

The actual number dropped annually has been only a little over

fifteen (15.4) ; but as the average enrollment has been only 68, the

percentage rises to 22.5 or over one-fifth of the total number an-

nually enrolled.

At first glance it would ajipear that the B..S.-Litt.I'.. students

are somewhat, and the C.E. students much, inferior in quality to the

A.B. But certain facts in regard to the different courses must be

taken into consideration. In the opinion of some schoolmasters it

is now harder to enter Princeton without Greek than with it. The

B.S.-Litt.B. courses involve in Freshman year, not only a four hour

course in Mathematics, more advanced than the A.B., but also a

four hour course in Physics. This is no longer the old descriptive

course in Physics of twenty years ago, but one which includes labora-

tory work and a series of experiments which must be worked out on

a mathematical basis. The advanced requirement in ^Mathematics

and the experimental work in a mathematical science may well make

this course more difficult, particularly for that two thirds of the

class who are Litt.l'.. candidates, i. e. not students of .science at all,

but seekers after a general humanistii- cnursc without Creek. This
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is one of the disadvantages of linking the Litt.U. with the U.S.

course for the first two years.

As far as the C.E. course is concerned, it may be asserted that it

is the most exacting of all the courses. In Freshman year it in-

cludes four hours in Mathematics, four in Physics and three in

Chemistry with laboratory work in both, together with considerable

work in Drawing. By some business men it is now regarded

as the course which provides the best mental discipline for practical

life; and it is therefore not altogether surprising that a large number

of students succumb to its exactions.

Another arrangement of the figures in the table will show the

proportion dropped in each class during the last five years:

1906 1907 190S 1909 1910 Total

Seniors /
^^'^ 5 ' 3 5 4

«

T • ( Feb 5 6 10 7 2
Juniors - T < t' - S Q f;-^

. /June o o 5 b Da

c 1 ( Feb 20 IS 30 26 22
bopiomcris -j j „ ,;

'
,. ,, ,„„' (June 15 21 2t 15 22 207

T- , f Feb St 16 24 16 10Freshmen -^ y
•'' ^

,,_
I June 20 21 24 10 II 187

Soecials
5^'-''' 3

i^ « I5 5

h'rom these figures it appears that an average of 4.6 Seniors, 13

Juniors, 41.4 Sophomores, 37.4 I'reshmen and 15.4 Specials have

been dropped annually, the number of Freshmen and Sophomores

taken together being 78.8.

Now in considering these figures the fact should be emphasized

that they do not, of course, represent the actual loss. They are

merely the cases that have fallen under the rule and been officially

dropped. A considerable number of these delinquents return to

college and take a term or a year, as the case may be, over again.

Thus, for example, of the ^j Freshmen dropped annually an aver-

age of 10, according to the reports of the Committee on Entrance,

returned in September 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910 and reentered the

Freshman class. Hut unfortunately statistics as to the reentrance of

students dropped in the upper classes are not available. The net

loss of students every year from all causes can be calculated by

comparing the number admitted to each class at the time of entrance

with the number at present enrolled. The result of such a calcula-

tion for the three upper classes at present in college shows that on
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llic average alxnU 70 ^Ul(knls or 7.3 |ilt cent, of Ihc original ciiroll-

mcnl leave eoUegc every year. While ihis iiiethod of reckoning

(lues lake into account tlie nunilier of men that reenter, yet it fur-

nishes no means of distinguishing lielween those students who leave

college hecause of dehciency in study and those who leave for other

reasons. All that can he asserted is that for the three upper classes

at i)resent in C(jllege an average of 76 out of the whole undergrad-

uate hody has heen lost annually as the result of all causes.

Hut if the actual loss from deficiency in study cannot be accurate-

ly determined, at least a comparison of the actual number dropped

can be made with that of other institutions. In this way some idea

of what these institutions do to maintain their standards of scholar-

ship may be. obtained. Turning first to a consideration of those in-

stitutions which require examination for admission and therefore

may be said to have a higher entrance standard, the first institution

to be considered is Harvard which has a combination of the pro-

bation and the dropping method of dealing with delinquents.

First of all it will be necessary to explain that a student at Har-

vard must take in each academic year at least four courses, in ad-

dition to such work in English as may he prescribed for him. This

amount of work is about equivalent to five courses of three weekly

hours at other universities. Courses of instruction are some of

them whole courses running throughout the }ear. and some of them

half courses running through either lialf-\ear; two half-courses are

equivalent to a course, but no half of a full course can be counted

as-a half-course without special i)ermis>iiin of the h^aculty. Three-

hour exanfinations are held in the middle and at the end of the year.

Mid-year examinations are final for the half-courses of the first

half-year, but the mid-year record in a full course is provisional and

may be su]iersede<l by the record luade at the end of the year.

In addition to the three-hour nfid-year and final examination, there

are, however, one-lmur examinations in Xo\-ember and in April.

These are regarded as very important for the purpose of maintain-

ing the standard. If at such a one-hour examination a student fails

to gel above grade I) in al least tzcn coiirsiW. he is placeil on proba-

tion. ( irade D, it should be explained, rei^resents a mark between 40
and 50 per cent., and ordinarily represents a ]iass if counterlsalanced

by higher grades in other subjects. This rule, therefore, means that

a .student could fail in two courses—six hours according to Prince-

ton reckoning—in another could have an average between 40 and 50
per cent., an<l in two uthers an average of over 50 per cent., ami still
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have what is known at Harvard as a "proniotiun grade", i. e. keep oft

probation.

A student on probation at Harvard is not aUowed to compete for

scholarshi]) prizes or honors, or to take part in any concert, theatri-

cal i)erf()rmance, athletic ccmtest, or what not, until a satisfactory

record, generally made at tiie next written examination, restores him.

If he is not restored to regular standing at the aforesaid examina-

tion, then his prolialion is closed, antl he has to leave college and be-

gin the year over again with the next lower class. If at the end of

Freshman year a student is dropped, he has to make a satis-

factory record in the following November or be dropped for good.

Students of other classes on probation who fail to win their promo-

tion at the end of the year cannot return to college without a vote of

the Administration Board. This Hoard ordinarily requires that

these men should demonstrate during the vacation their ability to do

serious work in a satisfactory way. The evidence of this accom-

plishment is of a varied character. Some of the youths go to

the Engineering Camp at Scjuam, where they have hard work for

six to ten weeks in various kinds of Engineering and Surveying.

Other boys go intu business and then submit letters from their em-

ployers.

Ilesides enabling the l-'aculty tn test a student at four ditiferent

times (luring the academic \ear, and to put him on probation or to

drop him as the case may be, this method of dealing with delinquents

is cumulative in its effect. If a I'reshman wins his promotion by

the minimum standard ex])lained in the previous paragraph, i. e. by

conditions in two courses, a grade of 40 to 50 per cent, in a third,

and one above 50 per cent, in the two remaining courses, then at all

the examinations in Sophomore year it becomes necessary for him

to have a grade above D
(
40 to 50 per cent ) in at least three of his

courses ; for to be promoted to the Junior class the student must

have passed in studies amounting to not less than sez'eii courses in

fiz'e of which his grade must be above D. Similarly for promotion

to the Senior class he must have passed in college studies amount-

ing to not less than tzvek'e courses, in at least eight of wdiich his

grade must be above D.

From the printed reports of the President and Treasurer of Har-
vard I'niversity, as well as from private sources, a few statistics

as to the results of this method may be cited. At the mid-year

examinations in 1909 twenty-two men who had been on probation

and who had failed to regain a promotion grade were dropped. By
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the end of the year the miniliei- who were (h-opped and left college

rose to ^2. As the total nndergraduate enrollment in 1909-1910

was 2265 the actual loss from this cause was 1.4 per cent. On the

other hand we find that a total of 156 enteretl a lower class, evidently

as the result of failing to make their promotion, or 6.8 per cent of

the enrollment. This would make the total number coming under

the law 188 or 8.2 per cent of the total undergraduate registration.

This is only slightly less than the Princeton average of 9.1 per cent,

dropped students, with an actual loss, however, apparently much

smaller. So far this academic year ( 1910-1911 ) 25 men have been

sent away as the result of the November and mid-year examina-

tions ; and the probation of a few others was closed at the .\pril

examination.

A brief summary of the number of men at Harvard who have

been "dropped and left college" and those who have entered a lower

class is added for four years since 1905. As the President's Report

for the year 1907-1908 cannot be found in the Princeton University

Library, the figures for this year will have to be omitted :

Dropped and left College.

Entered a lower class

U05-06
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that it has been ])ossible to ulnaiii detiiiite answers only in a few

cases. However, the general features of tlie rules of scholarship are

about as follows

:

After Freshman year, it is the practice at Yale not to drop a

delinquent student formally out of college but to "rate him down"

as the phrase goes ; i. e. to keep him enrolled in the lower class until

he has completed the number of hours required for promotion into

the next higher class. According to the rule printed in the Yale

catalogue, a student is enrolled as a Freshman until he has com-

])lcted at least eleven of the fifteen or sixteen hours of work per

week required in h^reshman year, he is then enrolled in the Sopho-

more class until he has completed twenty-six hours ; i. e. out of a

possible thirty or thirty-two made up of his Freshman and Sopho-

more hours, and s(j on. As it has been impossible to ascertain the

number of men "rated down" as the result of the enforcement of

this rule, no comparison can be made with other institutions as

to the number of failures annually and the possible loss of students

resulting therefrom.

In addition to this regulation, bnth \'ale College and the Sheffield

Scientific School drop Freshmen through the year. In fact the first

year is made a test year, and Freshmen are dropped out of college

at the Christmas and the June examinations, and at Easter. Ac-

ct)rding to jirivate information, the number of Freshmen dropped

in Yale College annually at Christmas ranges from 8 to 15, about

3 go at Easter, and 8 to 15 more are dropped in June. This would

make an average total of 25 to 30. As the total enrollment of

Freshmen in Yale College has averaged 366 during the last five

years, the i)ercentage of Freshmen drojjped is /.^. If the additional

12 to 15 men are added who leave of their own accord, the per-

centage of loss rises to a little over 10. As these men have the

privilege of returning the next year and of trying the year over

again, these figures do not represent the actual loss.

Compared with the number dropped at Princeton in Freshman
year which has averaged over ^y or a little over 10 per cent, of the

average enrollment, Yale's percentage of students actually dropped
is somewhat less. If the number of men who leave of their

own accord is added, it rises to 10 per cent., a figure practically

identical with that of the number of men dropped at Princeton.

But it should be borne in mind that this rule at Yale is enforced
only during one—the Freshman—year, while at Princeton the num-
ber of men actually dropjK-d in Sophomore year is larger than in
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the Frcslimaii. rising to an average of 13.8 per cent, during the last

tive years.

In the Sheffield Scientific School 41 stuilents were dropped from

the cla.ss of 1910 during Freshman year because of deficient scholar-

ship. As the number originally admitted was 363 the percentage

of the class dropped was 11.2. As the I'-reshman class at Princeton

has had an average enrollment of 349 during the last five years and

37.4 have been dropped the percentage resulting is 10.7 This is

soinewhat less than at Yale ; but then it must be borne in mind that

at Yale this rule is enforced only during one year and not through-

out the course as at Princeton. Similarly of the class of 191 1 in the

Sheffield Scientific School 48 were dro])])ed during Freshman year.

As the number originally admitted was 383, the loss was 12.5 per

cent.

At Cornell and the Western State universities a somewhat difi:'er-

ent method of dealing with scholastic deficiency obtains. In the.se

institutions there is no clear distinction of classes, the degree being

conferred after so many terms of residence, or upon completing so

many hours' work, usually 120. i. e. eight terms at fifteen hours per

week. Each individual is permitted, within certain limits, to elect

a greater or a lesser number of hours per week according to his

capacity and industry. The result is that blanket rules working

automatically do not apply, an<l each indi\iilual case has to be con-

sidered upon its merits. StudeiUs are not dro])ped into a lower

class: they are first |)Ut ujjon probation for unsatisfactory work;

but at just what point wnrk beccjuies unsatisfactory is usually not

s])ecifie(l. the decision Ijeing left a])parently to the judgment of the

instructors. If the student on pn>batii)n does not show improve-

ment at the exaniinatii m which terminates the pi-oliatinn periocl,

he is dismissed from college and usually can be readmitted al

the beginning of the ne.xt year only by special permission of the

Faculty.

At Cornell there are eight dilTerent colleges, and each college

has control of its own students. l'nil)ation does not necessarily

mean the same thing in each ; InU when a studeiU is ]ilaced on

probation, he is definitely told by his facult}' just what ])r(_)balion

means in his case. If at the end of the term after which he is

placed on ]irnl)aliiin he has not made good, then he is usually

dropjied permanently from the university.

Thus in the College of Arts and .Sciences, the part of Curnell

Universitv which oilers the closest parallel \i< the humanistic and
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general science course at Princeton, a student may be dismissed at

any time. In 1909-1910 five were dropped during term time for

flagrant neglect of their work. But usually students are dismissed

after the mid-year and tinal examinations.

The rule governing the removal of conditions is stated as follows:

a student conditioned in any course must remove his condition be-

fore the beginning of the third term of his residence after it was

incurred. A failure to do so requires that the subject be taken

again in class if credit for it is desired. Presumably if credit is

not desired anotiier course equivalent in value may be substituted,

and the student may, if necessary, take a longer period to obtain his

degree.

"If a student's marks reveal work unsatisfactory in quantity or

quality, the case will be investigated and the student may be placed

on probation, temporarily debarred, or permanently excluded from

the college. If he is temporarily debarred conditions may be im-

posed upon his subsecjuent registration."

Probation is regarded as but one step short of final exclusion,

and is to be distinguished from advice, warning, admonition or

censure.

"Xo student who is on probation shall represent the L'niversity

on any student organization, or individually, either at home or

abroad, nor shall he participate in the performance (_)r management

of any play, nor shall he hold the position of assistant-manager or

manager of any student activity, or anv editorial position, nor shall

he cijmpete for any of the positions mentioned."

In regard to the ])rocedure in administering this rule in the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences, the following information from a private

source has been kindly furnished the Committee. First of all there

is no definite rule at Cornell as to the number (if hours in which

a student may fail before putting his continuance at college in

jeopardy.

After term examinations, the Registrar furnishes the Dean of

the College a list of all students who have failed either, ( a ) to pass

in 12 hours—the minimum registration regularly permitted, the

maximum being 18 save for students with an average grade of

over 85 per cent, who may take 20 ; or ( b ) to secure passing marks
in three or more subjects regardless of the number of hours in-

volved ; or ( c ) to pass two thirds of all the hours for which they

are registered. This list constitutes what is colloquially know as

"doubtful cases" and includes anywhere from lOO to 125 students
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each semester out of looo ur so registereil in the college. Upon it

are to be found the names of those who may have the best of

reasons for their deficiency, as well as of those wiiose failure is

due to neglect of work.

To each person upon the list a letter is sent in which an ex-

planation or an excuse for the whole or any part of the record is

requested. In addition to this, a personal interview with the de-

linquent is sometimes held. After these formalities, the Committee

on Academic Records, consisting of nine professors besides the

Dean, goes over the entire list of doubtful cases, supplementing

so far as possible in each case, from the knowledge of the members

of the Committee, the information shown by the record, and the

contents of the communication received from each student. A
vote being had, the student is allowed to continue, or is warned and

referred to some professor, or is put upon probation or "dropped"

for a definite period, usually a semester. A .student "dropped with-

out ])rospect of reinstatement" is not considered "expelled'"; but

a letter is written to him telling him that his name has been dropped

from the roll for deficient scholarship and that the Committee, upon

consideration of his record and of all the circumstances, is unable

to find the indication which they would gladly see that he is fitted

to continue his course with the prospect of profit and success. Ac-

cordingly he is advised not at any future time to apply for read-

mission, inasmuch as such an aj^plication. if made, jjrobably could

not be favorably considered.

In passing upon doubtful cases, the Cornell Ccinimitlee exercises

a large degree of discretion. Students have been drop])ed who had

passed 12 hours; and others have been continued who had passed

nothing at all. .\ man is not likely, however, to be (lrop])cd ujjon

12 hiiurs unless he is known to be generally indifferent and below

mediocrity in his work. .\ student is not likely to be continued

on a record of no hours at all in any semester unless his general

standing has been at Ica^t creditable and liis excuse is specific and

satisfactory.

As a rule, the Committee tries to give a l'"reshman another chance,

perhaps on ])rol)aticin. if in lii> first term any encouragement to

believe that he will do better can be found, even though his term's

record is far from what it slmulil be. ( )n the other hand, a student

])Ut upr)n probaticm. or warned and referred to a jjrofessor, is given

definitely to understand that an im]jrovement is expected, and un-

less the next term's work does show such improvement he is likely

to be strictK' dealt with.
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In conclusion the informant remarks that "while the practice of

Cornell undoubtedly exposes the Committee to the danger of arl^i-

trary and even whimsical decisions, yet on the whole it is disposed

to assume that risk rather than to resort to an automatic rule that

a stutlent shall be dropped, whether or no, if he has passed only

X hours and continued, whether or no, if he has passed x + i hours."

The results of the Cornell method for the last six years may be

seen in the following table for the School of Arts and Sciences

taken from the annual report of the President for the year 1910-

lyii (Page xli.).
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in iinniinciit ilaiigcr nt ilismissal frmii tlii.' university. 'I'his penalty

of dismissal may he incurred thmugh unsatisfactory work in a

single course. During the period of prol)atii)n the student is on

trial to prove his fitness to do work in the university, and is re-

t|uircd to devote all his time to his studies.

The results of this method of dealing with delinciuents in the

Department of Literature, Science and the .\rts during the last

live years can be seen from the following table kindh furnished by

the Dean of the Department.

Summoned to show cause
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The University of Wisconsin publislies no statistics on the sub-

ject of (hsmissal ; the number that were dismissed or left on the

advice of the Faculty during the year 1909-1910 was 115 out of

nearly 2000 students. For this one year the percentage would

therefore be 5.7 'per cent, of the enrollment for that year.

The University of Minnesota difTers in some respects from the

other State universities mentioned. Here an effort is made to

preserve class distinctions, and the rules governing scholarship are

somewhat more complicated and elaborate. Students, as a rule,

are dropped only at mid-year, those falling under the rule in June

are re(|uired to attend the summer .school, or in some other way do

a satisfactory amount of work before returning in the fall. Any
student reported below grade in sixty per cent, of his work at

the middle or close of the first semester or at the middle of the

second semester is dropped from the rolls, and is not allowed to

reenter the university until the opening of the following year. Such

a student is then allowed to reenter on probation. Monthly reports

on his work are required from his instructors and if, by the middle

of the semester or after, he is reported as delinquent in two or

more subjects, he is dropped for that year without further action.

Freshmen who fail in half the prescribed work of that year (about

fifteen hours ])er week) are recjuired on reentering the university

to pursue again all the subjects, unless excused by the Committee
on Students' ^V'ork. Furthermore no student is allowed to take

part in any performance of a dramatic or musical club, in any inter-

collegiate debates or oratorical contest, or be eligible to election or

appointment to official positions upon the lioards of student ])ublica-

tions, unless he has a clear record at tiie time.

As the result of the operation of these rules for the last five years

in the College of Science, Literature an<l .\rts, the following data

have been kindly furnished the dimmittee:

Vear Dropped Totnl Registration
1907-08 57 1350 circa
igoS-c9 57 137=; circa
I'jog-io 58 I39JI

'910-11 40 1543
1906-07 41 1344

These figures give an annual average of 52.4 students dropped,
or 3.7 per cent of the average annual enrollment, figures coniparable
to the results in the other State universities cited. The men fallino-

under the law at the June examinations have a chance to redeem
themselves by the njiening of college in Septeinloer.
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Summarizing the results tor those institutions for which we have

figures for four or five years, and confining ourselves to the Depart-

ment of Arts and Sciences in each, or to what most nearly corre-

sponds to the A.I'>. and I^S.-Litt.!). courses at Princeton, the tables

show that Princeton has been dropping annually in these courses

58.8 students or 7 per cent, of the enrollment, and Harvard 49 or

2.1 per cent., or if the number of men who "enter a lower class" be

added, g.4 per cent. The two State I'niversities, Michigan and !\lin-

nesota, drop respectively 3.1 and ^.y per cent, of their enrollments.

Cornell stands in between with an average of 5.5 per cent. All

of these institutions drop students out of college at mid-year, and

at all of them "dropped" students may ordinarily return and take

the year over again. All of them except Princeton and Minnesota

put the student on probation before dismissal, the former not follow-

ing the practice excejit in so far as students who have back con-

ditions are disqualified from taking part in undergraduate activities,

and the latter using this method to kee]i a student up to the mark

after he has been readmitted.

As Princeton and Harvard arc the only two which require ex-

aminations for admission—a practice which is supposed to in.sure

a better preparation and a higher standard from the start—the dis-

crepancy between the numbers actually dropped or at least "rated

down' and those dismissed at Stale universities like Michigan and

Minnesota, which a<lmit on certificate, may be due in part to a

higher standard, or it may be due to the fact that students from

public high schools, upon which the State universities depend, are

better. Xot better, in the sense that they have a better mental

endowment than students in the F.astern universities, nor that they

are better prepared, but better in the sense that they are more

zealous students, taking their studies more seriously. The fact too,

that a large fraction of these students are women and are jjursuing

a course with some ijrofessional end in view tends to make them a

more serious-minded budv.
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Tin-: Attitude of Head-Mastkrs axd Prixcipals of SKcoxnARv

Schools Towards tiiic Requirements for

Admission to Princeton.

In nnlei" to ascertain the attitude of the secondary schools towards

Princeton's entrance requirements, your Committee, acting in consul-

tation with Dean Fine, addressed in the name of the Faculty a series

of questions to the head-masters and principals of over five hundred

schools, public and private, situated throughout the entire coimtry.

In compiling the list of schools to which the questions should be sent,

the Committee used first the list kept in the Registrar's Office of

schools which have sent any boys to Princeton during the past ten

years. To this list was added a small number of private schools

of good standing, and a large number of public schools, from

which no candidates have entered Princeton in recent years. A
special effort was made to include all important higli schools in

Xew Jersey. .New York", and Pennsylvania.

The questions asked of the schools were these

:

1. What critici.sm. if any. have you to make of the present re-

quirements of Princeton for admission to (a) the A.B. course?

(b) the P..S. and Litt.B. courses? (c) the C.E. course?

2. How many boys in your school have been deterred from

entering Princeton because they cannot get the A.B. degree at

Princeton without Greek? What proportion of the boys preparing

for college in your school are studying Greek?

3. What criticism, if any, have you to make of the character of

the Princeton entrance exainination papers, either as a whole or as

regards any individual subject, and of the results of the examina-

tions in the light of the school records of your candidates?

4. Do you favor admission by examination, by certificate, or by

a method like that recently adopted at Harvard, of certification as

to the general preparation of a candidate with examinations in cer-

tain subjects?

In addition to these four questions, which were sent to all the

schools, the following question was addressed to the principals of

public high schools

:

5. Will you be kind enough to furnish a full statement of the sub-

jects studied during his high school course bv the bov whom vou
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regard as the ablest suuk'nt in ynur last graihiating class? Did

this boy enter any college?

With these questions was sent the following letter of explanation:

Dkar Sir:—
The' I-'actdtv of Princeton I'niversity desires to ascertain the atti-

tude of leading head-masters and princi])als of secondary schools

towards the Princeton entrance requirements and entrance examina-

tions, with the purpose of securing, if possible, a closer correlation

between the work of the schools and the reqtnrements for admission

to the university. The h'aculty will deem it a great favor if you will

kindly send, at as early a date as you conveniently can, the freest and

fullest answers to the enclosed questions, together with any remarks

on the general subject which may occur to you. It need hardly be

added that your statements will be considered contidential.

To these inquiries your Committee has received 178 replies, of

which 84 are from private schools and 94 from public high schools.

While it is perhaps disappointing that only one third of the in-

quiries elicited a reply, your Committee feels that the actual number

of replies received is large enough to warrant safe generalizations,

particularly in view of the fact that these replies show a rather

remarkable agreement in spirit, with divergence only along a few

well defined lines. Moreover, answers have been received from a

large proportion of the schools whose relations with Princeton

have been particularly close. Of the 28 schools which have during

the ])ast five years sent 10 or more students to Princeton, 21 have

replied to the (juestions.

In analyzing and summarizing the opinions gathered from the

re]jlies it will be convenient to consider the answers to each of the

five (|uestions separately, and to distinguish in each case the jjtiblic

from the private schools. Tlie public high schools have been divided

into seven geographical gmups, comprising Xew Jersey. New York

State, Pennsylvania, New England, the South (including Texas),

the Middle West, and the b'ar West (the region west of the Mis-

sissi]i])i River and north of Texas), with the idea of revealing any

differences of o])inii)n which may exist between one section of the

country and another. The jirivate schools have been divided into

two grou|)s : those which have sent a considerable number of stu-

dents to Princeton, and those whose relation with the University

has been less close. The former will be designated as ".\ .Schools",

the latter as "I! ScIiodIs".
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The "encral spirit anil temper of the rephcs has been aliiKjst with-

out exception friendly. Of sweeping criticism or condemnation of

our requirements and examinations there has been extremely little.

One or two replies have accused the colleges of wishing to "make the

schools iheir slaves", or have characterized our requirements as

"having no element of reason in them" : but in view of the whole

body of replies this attitude may be regarded as negligible. Indi-

vidual aspects of our requirements and of our examinations are

freely criticised, but almost always in a spirit of friendly co

operation. The total amount of even such friendly criticism is not

very great.

First OrESTio.x

"What criticisms, if any. hai'c you to make of the fresent re-

quirements of Princeton for admission to (a) the A.B. course?

{ /) ) the B.S. and Litt.B. courses? (c) the C.E. course?"

(Jf general dissatisfaction with I'rinceton's requirements for ad-

mission there is very little. ( )nly four schools of the total number

heard from (178), three private schools of "Class A" and one

high school in Pennsylvania, exjjress the opinion that the require-

ments are too great (piantitativelv. and would like to see them re-

duced (for all except the (?.\\. course) by from one-half to one

"Carnegie unit". One "A" school and one Pennsylvania high

school Ijelieve that the re<]uirenients cover too manv ditiferent sub-

jects, and that, without altering the total C|uantity of the re(|uire-

ments, more advanced work or more thorough work should be de-

manded in fewer subjects. One "A" school in Xew Jersey thinks

that English Grammar and Arithmetic should be added to the re-

quirements for all coures. One ".\" school, situated in Xew Jer-

sey, and two or three high schools think that the requirements "do

not allow sufficient choice to meet the legitimate needs and desires

of individual students, or to accommodate boys who have started

to prepare for other colleges, and late in their school course wish

to change to Princeton," or who do not decide till then to go to

college at all. Four high schools, three of them in the Middle, and

one in the I*"ar West, object to the requirements in toto as "ante-

diluvian", as devised to make Princeton an aristocratic institution for

the privileged class, and believe that any boy graduating from a

good high school should be ipso facto eligible for admission to any

college, without question. "Xow is the time for the colleges to join

with the high schools, take the high school product and make the
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most of it. Thereli\- will come a new triumph of humanity as op-

posed to jirivilfgf and selfish interest—the old struggle and yet the

new, perha]5s the eternal jiroblem."

Fortv-seven ])rivate schools, more than half of the total number

heard fmni (84), exjiress complete satisfaction with Princeton's re-

quirements, 25 of these schools being of the "A" class and 22 of the

"1!" class. Thirteen of the 47 not only express satisfaction, buf

compliment the University on its re(iuirements. Four "A" schools

and 10 "B" schools do not answer the question. Twenty-two high

schools express complete satisfaction; 35 do not answer the (|uestion.

.Apart from the general criticisms already noted, the objections to

Princeton's requirements concern themselves with a few .specific

])oints which can best be considered under the heads of the several

courses.

(a) The .LB. Course.

The olijection most frequeiUly made to the I'rincetim requirements

has to (1(1 with the insistence on Greek for the .\.V>. course. Ob-

jection to this reciuirement is expressed by 16 private schools out of

84 heard from, and by 21 high schools out of 94 heard from. The

objections are distributed among the several categories of schools

as follows: Private schools "A" (the class from which a niajorit\-

of our students come), 5 out of a total of 42; Private schools "P>",

n out of 42; High schools: New Jersey, 2 out of 10; Xew York.

10 out of 23: Pennsylvania, 2 out of 18: Xew England, 3 out of 9;

the South, I out of 8; the Middle West, i out of 12; the Far West,

2 out of 14.

On the other hand, 8 private schools, 4 of each class, and 5 high

schools, four in Pennsylvania and one in the Far West, explicitly

state their approval of this re(|uirement ; and several of them ex-

press the hope that "at least one .\.B. degree in the United States

will mean Greek".

Two "A" schools and 4 high schools, 3 of them in Xew Jersey,

object to the requirement of three foreign languages for the .\.P..

degree as "not based on sound pedagogy, and therefore not ])ro-

vided for in any of our regular courses."

(b) Tlic n..S. and Lift. IS. Coiir.'ics.

l'"ifleen sclmols out of the total number heard from criticize

Princeton's re(|nirements for the P)..S. and I.itt.l!. courses. ( )f these

fifteen, >ix are ".\" schools, three "P." .schools, and six public high
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schiHils. Though llie specific points eniphasizcil in tiicse criticisms

var_v, the intent of all of them is the same—that a wider choice of

subjects should be offered to the candidate. "A scheme that re-

quired of all students English, Latin, Algebra, Plane Geometry, and

a modern language, with three units of electives to be selected al

most without restriction from those now allowed, would be educa-

tionally sound, and would admit the great majority of desirable

students." This sentence, quoted from the reply of a well-known

head-master in New Jersey, may be taken as representing the opin-

ion of the majority of the fifteen schools who criticize the B.S. and

Litt.n. requirements, though two "B'' schools wish Latin also made

elective for the B.S. course, and one New York high school objects

to the requirement of two foreign languages. Several schools call

attention particularly to the fact that for the Litt.B. course, which is

practically an arts course without Greek, the candidate is required

to offer as much advanced mathematics as is demanded of candi-

dates for the B.S. and C.E. courses, and that if he wishes to offer

advanced h^-ench or German, he is also compelled to offer a

science. "If he does not want this combination the only substi-

tute he may have is two elementary modern languages, so that a

boy enters with Latin and a smattering of two other languages."

One high school in Pennsylvania suggests that candidates for the

i'>.S. course (_)Ught to have an op])ortunity to offer both Physics and

Chemi-^try. One "B" school thinks that it ought to be possible to

oft'er three history subjects.

(c) The C.Ii. Course.

( )f the C.E. re(|uirements as they now exist there is extremely little

criticism. One private School of the "A" class thinks that the re-

(|uirL-iiients for this course should be raised in quantity to make
them equivalent in value to the reijuirements for the other courses.

One "B" school would recjuire both Physics and Chemistry and more
Algebra "(through Horner's Method and use of detached coeffi-

cients). One high .school in New England thinks that both Physics

and Chemistry should be re(iuired, and another high school in the

same region thinks that credit ought to be given for Mechanical

Drawing.

Second Question.

"How luauy hoys in your sehoid hai'e been deferred from eiiteriiiij

Priueeton because tliey cannot get the .l.B. degree at Princeton
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li'ithout Creek.' il'luit l^nipm-tidii of the hoys prefariiuj for college

ill \'oiir sclioo! (ire stiulviiiij Lreeb/"

ISefore taking up ihe rci)lies lo this question, it may be well to

say a few words as to the reasons which led the Committee to in-

clude this sijecific question in its list. Since Princeton is almost

alone among American colleges and universities in restricting its

.\.r>. degree to candidates who offer Greek, the Committee antici-

pated that in the answers to (|uestion i there would be numerous

objections t(3 this restriction. It wished to ajjjjly to this anticipated

objection the criticism of definitely ascertained facts as to the actual

effect of the restriction on prospective candidates for admission.

The (|uestion was further intended to 'furnish material for judging

whether or not school-boys (or their parents) regard the degree of

Litt.i'. as less desirable than that of A.B. The evidence seems to

show that the boys (and presumably also their parents) do not in

general care about the designation of their degree. If they wish

to enter Princeton without Greek, they accept without (|uestion,

it would seem, whatever degree Princeton offers to them. The re-

plies show that, so far as the school-masters are aware, there are

ver)' few boys who are deterred from entering Princeton by the

restriction on the A. P. degree. It would seem to follow, also, that

tlie restriction accomplishes very little towards encouraging the

study of (ireek in the schools—a conclusion which receives con-

firmation from the fact that at \'ale College, where no such, re-

striction exists, the ])ri)])orliiin of students entering the Freshman

class with ( ireek is almut the same as at Princeton. A detailed

analysis of the replies follows:

I'rirute SeliooL'; ''.I".

( )f 4j schools of this class which ha\e been heard from, 22

report that no boys, so far as they know, have been deterred froni

entering Princeton by the requirement in (ireek. liight rei)orl that

"very few" lia\c been deterred. ( )ne head-master has the "impres-

sion that it does deter candidates": and one school situated in New
jersey "feels that the number is large". Ten schools do not answer

the question.

.\s regards the ]iro])ortion of the boys prejiaring for college who
are studying Greek, two schools report 50 per cent. In five, the

])ro])ortion is between 25 per cent, and 30 per cent.: in 14, between

10 per cent, and 23 per cent.: iu ten. below 10 jjer cent.: in three,

no Greek is being taught. I'jght schools do not answer the (|ues-
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tiun. In the 34 schools which answer, the average proportion is

15.8 per cent.

Prreatc Schools "B".

Of 42 "IS" schools heard from, 2"/ report that no hoys, so far as

they know, have been detcrrecl from entering Princeton because of

the tlreek rei|nirement ; 5, situated for the most part in the Middle

West, report that a considerable number have been deterred ; one

school, situated in Illinois, says that the number is large
; 9 schools

do not answer the question.

In one of these schools, a school situated in lioston, from which

nil students have come to Princeton in recent years, at least two years

of Greek are required of all luembers of the school, so that the

proportion is 100 per cent. In two schools it is 75 per cent., in one

50 per cent., in one 30 per cent. In eight the ])roportion ranges be-

tween 10 per cent, and 25 per cent., in 17 below 10 per cent. In

8 schools no Greek is being taught. Four schools do not answer the

c|uestion. In the 38 schools which answer, the average proportion is

16 per cent.

Two schools, one in Texas, the other in Connecticut, express the

opinion that boys prefer the A.D. to the Litt.B. degree.

Public Schools.

()f 10 .\"ew jersey high schools, 6 report that no lioys iiave been

deterred by ( Ireek : 4 do not answer the t|uesti(in. In 7 of these

schools no Greek is taught ; in one the proportion of candidates for

college studying (^reek is 33 per cent., in another 6 per cent. One
school does not give tlie (iroportion.

Of 23 high schools in New York State (including the greater city).

10 schools say that no boys have been deterred by Greek; two

schools think a few have been deterred; eleven schools do not

answer the question. The highest percentage of boys studying

tjreek is 24 per cent, in one school. One school reports from 10

per cent, to 15 per cent. In 5 schools the percentage is 5 or lower.

In 8 schools Greek is not taught. Three schools do not answer.

Of 18 high schools in Pensylvania, 10 report no boys deterred

by Greek; three that a number are deterred; live do not answer. In

only 6 of the schools is Greek taught, the highest proportion being

20 per cent., the rest about 5 per cent.

( )f I) high schools in Xew England, 6 report no l)o\'s deterred:

three do not answer. In one of these schools the proportion of can-
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(lidales for college who are ,-tiulying Greek is 66 per cent.; in

another the percentage is 30; in 2 others there are a few boys

studying Greek. In 4 sclmcils no Greek is taught. One school does

not answer.

Of 8 schools in the South (including Washington. D. C). four

report no boys deterred ; one school ( in Te.xas ) says that some

have been deterred ; three do not answer. Greek is taught in four

of these schools, the proportion in one being as high as 50 per cent,

in others ranging from 20 per cent, to 4 per cent.

Of 12 schools in the Middle West, none replies to the first part of

the question. Greek is taught in four of these schools, the highest

percentage being 15 per cent., the others ranging from 2 per cent, to

4 per cent. Two schools say that Greek is ofifered but "pupils simply

will not take it."

Of 14 schools in the Far West, nine report no boys deterred; five

do not answer. Greek is taught in four schools, (he highest propor-

tion being three boys out of 30 preparing for college. In one school

with a total enrollment of 600, 10 are studying Greek.

Of the whole number of high schools, 94 in all, 45 report that no

l)oys have been deterred from entering Princeton because of the

rei|uirement in ( ireek ; six repcirt that some boys have been deterred;

43 do not answer. Greek is taught in 40 schools.

Tn lui) OrKSTKiN.

"What critiiisiits. if any. Inn'i- yon to make of the character

of the f'rinccton entrance exaniinal'uin fal'ers, either as a whole

or as re(janls any individual subject, and of the results of the ex-

aminations in the light of the school records of your candidates/"

The answers to this (juestion taken as a whole furnish compara-

tively little information of value beyond the fact that there is no

widespread dissatisfaction with the I'rinceton entrance examinations.

Since an intelligent answer to the question necessarily jiresnpposes on

the ])art of the school-master a familiarit\- with our examinations

extending over several years, it is l)ut natural that re])lies from the

|)rivate schools, ti) whom (|uestions of college entrance are more

im])ortant than to the ])iiblic higli schools, shoukl be more detailed

and more valual)le. Thi-- i> i);irticularly true of the "A" schools

from which Princeton draws a majority of its students.

Of the 42 "A" schools heard from, 20 express ci)nij>lete satis-

faction witit the examinations, and 3 of the 20 compliment them

as the best set by any college. One school regards the pai)ers taken
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•di- a whole as too hard and long, and one as uneven in character

from year to year. One school considers our marking of the papers

too lenient, while another thinks it too severe. One school urges

that instead of allowing at the examinations a period of three or four

hours for each of the major subjects, such as Greek or Latin as a

whole, that specific periods be assigned for each part of the sub-

ject, e. g. Greek Grammar, Xenophon, Homer. Fifteen schools

make definite criticisms of the examinations in individual subjects.

Four schools do not answer the question.

(_)f the 42 "B" schools heard from, 25 express complete satisfac-

tion, and nine of the 25 express distinct praise. One school thinks

the papers do not offer sufficient range of choice. Si.x schools

criticize the examinations in particular subjects. Ten do not answer

the question.

Of the 94 high schools heard from, 30 express satisfaction, two of

them with distinct praise. One thinks the time allowed too short

;

one regards the examinations as too hard, one as "too formal and

rigid" : one says that they appear to be made out by young and in-

experienced men. Five schools criticize particular subjects. Fifty-

five schools do not answer the (juestion.

It will be most convenient to consider the specific criticisms in a

series of paragraphs devoted to the several subjects concernetl.

History.

Two schools criticize the examinations in History as presupposing

more maturity and power of logical thought than the average

school-boy may be expected to possess.

Greek and Latin.

[•"ifteen schools, 1 1 of them being of the "A" class and one a high

school, criticize the papers in Circek and Latin. Five of these

criticisms are directed against Latin Composition. Two schools

consider it too hard; one objects that there are too many discon-

nected short sentences, and one that a too Ciceronian style is de-

manded ; one suggests that the examination should be based on some
set jiortion of Caesar. One school considers Greek Composition too

liard. Two schools, both of the "\\" class, think the examination in

Latin Grammar too hard. Three schools would like to have more
stress laid on translation at sight, one of them making the interest-

ing suggestion that for such translations the candidate should be

allowed to use a lexicon in the examination. C)ne "A" school would
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like ti.) have the exaniinatiims in (ireck conform to the jilan recently

adopted for Latin. (JtJier individual criticisms of the I^atin papers

are that they are too long, that greater stress is laid on cjuantity

than on quality, that the passages chosen for translation are too hard

and too disconnected, that word-forms are emphasized rather than

ac(|uaintance with the author, that greater variety and diversity

is desirable in the questions, that a wider range of choice should be

given on the papers.

English.

Seven schools—four of class "A", two of class "B", one high

school—criticize the examinations in English. Three consider the

papers too hard. Individual schools object that not enough range

is given in English A, that fewer compositions should be set and

those longer ones, that the only test should be the power to write

correctly, that it is "hard to make out what the framcr of the ques-

tions wants."

French and German.

Seven schools—six of class "A", one of class "L!"—criticise the

papers in French and ( jerman. ( )ne, a school which sends a good

many boys to Princeton, objects that the ]japers in both subjects are

too hard, that not enough stress is laid on grammar and too much

stress on composition. A school in I'hiladelphia considers the

French papers too hard, especially in grammar questions. Two
schools criticize the French composition and one the German com-

position as too hard. Two schools think French B too difficult. One

teacher of French who is a native of France, objects to the (|ues-

tions which ask a candidate to indicate in Engli.sh spelling the ])ro-

nunciation of French words, on the ground that the better a boy

])roniinnces. the more difficidl is it for him to indicate his pro-

ninicialion in this way. The same teacher also objects to the giving

of disconnected idiomatic phrases for translation.

Mathematics.

Ten scliDols—eight of class ".\", one of class "li". one high school

—criticize the papers in Mathemalics. Three think that more choice

should be given. Two object to the reciuired use of unfamiliar

logarithm tables in the examination. Two coni])lain of the difficulty

of the originals in (ieometry and of the jjroniinence given to them in

the pa])ers. Two schools consider ilu- Trigonometry papers too
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hard. One "11" schoul thinks the mathematics papers as a whole

insist too much on minor jxiints.

Physies and Chemistry.

One high school in Pennsylvania thinks the examinations in science

too hard. One private school thinks they should include more op-

tions. Three schools criticize the examinations in Physics as too

hard, as ditferent in character from the examinations set by other

colleges, as not covering the subject with sufficient completeness.

Fourth Question.

"Do yoH favor admission by examination, by certificate, or h\

a method, like that recently adopted at Harvard, of certification

as to the general preparation of a candidate zcith examinations in

certain subjects?"

The replies to this question can be best stated in the form of a

table.

Consideration
Xo E.xam- Harvartl of school

PkivATi; Si HiHii.s : answer ination Ccrtil'icatc method certiticate

Private Schools A.... 2 10 4 18 8
Private Schools B.... o i_' 8 JO 2.

All Private Schools... 2 22 12 38 10

High Schools :

New Jersey 009 10
New York 2 *

9 8 o
Pennsylvania o 2 7 9 o
New England i 3 i 4 o
South 2 o 4 2 o
Middle West 4 o 4 4 o
Far West i i 5 7 o

.Ml High Schools 10 6 39 35 o

* Four N'ew York higli schools wi>h Princeton to accept the e.xaniinations

of the State Board of Regents. Princeton lias during the current year ac-

cepted these examinations in a few instances, hut only after the papers and
ansv.'ers had heen examined and passed l.iy memhers of the University Faculty.

Perhaps the . most notable fact which this table brings out is

the wide divergence between the private and public schools in

their attitude towards admission on certificate. It is favored by only

14 per cent, of the former, while nearly half of the high schools

which express an opinion give it their support. Those who favor

it often add the comment that the school is best able to judge of
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a boy's fitness to do the work of the college. One comment re-

peatedly made is that "if every school were as rigid as we try to

be here before granting certificates to candidates, there would be

less objection to the certificate method of admission." The op-

ponents of the certificate method characterize it as "thoroughly

bad, and proiluctive of a low standard of scholarship." A prom-

inent head-master in New York City writes : "We have felt for

a long time that the moral effect of facing an examination, dis-

tinct from their school work, was a tonic for most ])oys and, under

proper care, that it was a terror to few. These last very exceptional

cases could very easily be decided by the Committee on Admissions."

Ani}thcr striking fact is tlic large measure of approval which is

given to the new method of admission recently adopted at Har-

vard. This approval comes equally from public schools and

from private. Frequently the approbation is accompanied by the

comment that it is "a step in the right direction"—which would

seem to imply that it is in some quarters regarded as merely a

half-way-house to complete certification. Rut this is not the only

ground on which it wins assent. The head-master of a well-

known school in Brooklyn writes : "We are strongly in favor of

Harvard's new method of admission, because it minimizes cramming

and gives the secondary school a fair opportunity really to give the

boy thorough work in a few subjects which may be carried through-

(lUt the course, rather than id give him a smattering of many things;

and l)ecause such an examination seems a real test of ])ower ratlier

than an effort to discover by cross examination whether a boy has

been in a given place at a given time." Others favor it because it

"divides the responsibility for admitting a candidate between the

college and the school," and believe "that the schools will insist

on higjier standards, if the responsibility is placed on them tci some

extent." In a great many instances, particularly among the i)rivate

schools, the approval of the new method is qualified with doubt as

to the way it will work out in practice. "It all depends upon the

spirit in whicii it is carried nut. If it is designed to make entrance

easier, we are ()ppo^^ed to it: if il is designed to make the college

more accessible, it would seem tn be tiie liberal thing to do." Sev-

eral scjiools express the Jinjie thai "{'rincelnn and \'ak- will mH
jump to the new method until it is thoroughly tried out."

.\s ])earing on the whole (|uestion of certificate, examination, and

the liarvard method, it will be interesting tu i|niile at some length

from a letter recei\ed from the president nf a \\ell-kni>wn academy
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in central Pennsylvania, a school which sends a large number of

bcjys to Princeton. "I have never favored the system of college en-

trance by certificate . . . My experience has been that the boy who
expects to enter college on examination will invariably do better

work than the fellow who expects to enter college on certificate. I

can recall a number of cases where boys expected to enter Yale or

Princeton and worked very faithfully, and just before the close of

their senior year their ]iarents decided to send them to one of the

smaller colleges -on certificate. In every case the work of the boys

dropped considerably. All they wanted to do was to make the pass-

ing grade of seventy per cent, in order to secure a college entrance

certificate... When a college demands entrance examinations, it

is doing a favor to the boys, because it is putting them up against

something that is hard. In addition, the colleges that demand en-

trance examinations can select their boys, and they get a better (|ual-.

ity of material on the average than the colleges that take boys on

certificate. I am not enthusiastic about the Harvard plan of en-

trance. It has some good features; but there are some very big

loop-holes in it. As a bid to many iif the second grade high schools,

it is all right. As an inducement for hard work on the part of boys

who are going to college, it will not accomplish nuich. There is no
denying the fact that the system of entrance to college by certificate,

even in a modified form, is not conducive to the highest type of

scholarship."

If this may be taken as representing the attitude of many
of the leading private schools towards the certificate method, the

following quotation from a letter written by the principal of a city

high school in the Mississippi x'alley, himself a graduate of Prince-

ton, may represent the general attitude of the high schools : "Prince-

ton continues to demand admission upon examination alone. This
puts the western boy at a great disadvantage. Western schools do
not admit that it is wise or fair to ask of the immature boy what
the college does not venture to ask of its own more mature stu-

dents, a final examination ( for entrance ) covering all of the work
of four years. We do not consider this sound educational doctrine,

do not practice it, and seem to find ourselves in a position to refuse

to prepare for such demands. The logical result of such a policy

has been that Harvard, Yale, Princeton, etc., have about lost their

hold in the West. What it means in the East may be seen by consult-

ing the advertising columns, of the PHiicctoiiiaii. the Yale Alumni
U'rrkly. etc., and noticing the nmnber of s]ierial tutors who adver-
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(isc. It has rcsiiltcil in a system nf cramming, ])iirc and sim|)lc,

whicli vvc have ahamloned, and shall be l:)th to consider again."

It will be seen from the table which heads this section that ten

private schools, eight of them in class "A", favor admission b_\-

"examination with consideration of the school certificate." The
head-master of a well-known academy in Xew Jersey, a gentleman

who has given a great deal of thought to matters of general school

policy, answers the 4th f|nestion thus: "Not by certificate, and not

exactly by the Harvard method. 1 strongly urge, however, the

recjuiring of a certified copy of the student's school record, and the

giving of due weight to this record. In time, after the system was

establislied, it would be possible to alter the character of the exam-

inations, and make them more general rather than specific." The
head-master of a Xew York school writes: "The method adopted

at Marvard appeals to us very strongly ; but we are also inclined to

favor the method in vogue at Columbia. lioth require a certi^cate

of the actual school record, which we think ought always to be

taken into consideration in all fairness to the candidate ; but Col-

umbia examines in all subjects defined for entrance. Both teachers

and pupils are likely to take more troulilc with any suliject in wdiich

an examination is definitely required and riic I'crsa." The head-

masters of another Xew York school write: "We believe that the

best method for admission to college in all cases is by examination.

We do not believe in the reliability or the value of certification, and

we trust that Princeton will maintain the method and standard by

which she has been governed in the past. While in special cases the

Harvard method of 'half and half" may be good, we believe, in the

long run, the straight examination method will be found to reach the

real values in the candidate best. We do, however, think that the

estimate of a good school of the character and qualities of an ap-

])licant may be safely given some weight by the Committee on Ad-

missions of a university. We belic\-e that most universities do give

such weight, and the rigidity of the examination, in special and de-

serving cases, can thus be modified to the fair relief of such appli-

cants as have 'power', Init nut power fully (lc\-cloped, owing to tem-

porary obstructions or deficiencies."

The Princeton Committee on lintrance has already arranged to

seciu'e from the schools a detailed statement of the school record of

each candidate for admission to the L'niversity, and proposes to make

use of these records in deciding such doubtful cases as may come
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Ijeforc it next September, and to place them at the lUsposal of ex-

amination readers this June.

In conchiding this section of the report, is will be interesting to

(luote the following sentence from a letter received by a member ot

your Committee from Dean Jones of Yale College; "I think you

are entirely safe in saying that Yale will not adopt any such plan of

admission as Hansard proposes, and for the present at least we shall

make no changes in our requirements."

Fifth Question.

"Will yon be kind enongli to fnrnish a fnll statement of the snb-

jeets stndied dnrinc/ liis high seliool conrse by the boy zchoin you

regard as the ablest student in your last graduating class^' Did this

boy enter college?"

This question, which was addressed only to principals of public

high schools, was intended to fnrnish evidence to show how far the

subjects required for admission to I'rinceton accord with the sub-

jects actually studied by the ablest students in American high schools.

Tlie matter is one of some importance ; for about twenty per cent, of

the entering class at Princeton come from public high schools, and

in ability and earnestness as students these boys are usually above

the average of their class. With the private schools, preparation

to meet college requirements is a primary consideration ; so that they

may be trusted to teach, though unwillingly, any subjects or combina-

tions of subjects which the colleges demand. With public high

schools, on the other hand, preparation for college is a matter of at

most secondary concern, and special courses to meet the requirements

of individual colleges cannot ordinarily be arranged.

The Committee has received 92 statements of the subjects actually

studied by able students in public high schools. In a few instances,

where the school principal was unable to decide upon one "ablest

student", two statements were furnished by the same school ; so that

the 92 statements represent a slightly smaller number of different

schools. In evaluating the material thus gathered, the Committee

has compared each statement of studies with the requirements for

the several courses at Princeton, and has decided in each case for

which of our courses the boy was prepared, or most nearlv pre-

jiareil. Wherever the ]jreparation was deficient, the nature of the

deticiency was noted. The results of this inveftigation can best

be shown in the following table

:
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A.B. B.S.-Litt.R. C.E.
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New Jersey il 81"—
i 3 i ^ — 3 —

New York _'5 16 2 2 5 3 3
— 4 i 1

Pennsylvania 22 10 2 — 3 5 3 4 3 -^
—

New England .... g 6 4 — 2 2 — i — — —
South 5 5 I '

— I ' 1
— — ~

Middle West 9 5 — — 4 ^ — - i — —
Far West n 7 i

— 2 2 i i
— 3 >

Total 92 57 II 3 17 -20 9 II 8 II 2

These figures reriuire little explanntinn or comment. A totaJ of

39 boys, or 42 per cent, of the whole number, had studied the

subjects recjuired for admission to one or another of our courses.

In the majority of the cases where the boy was not eligible, the

deficiencies were not very great. In nearly every case the trouble

was not that the total amount of school work done was instifficient

in f|uantity, but that some of the sulijects were not the right ones

or were not rightly combined to meet our requirements. The most

striking detail brought out by the investigation will be found in the

I).S.-Litt.B. column under the heading "deficient in mathematics

or science." Twenty boys, more than a fifth of the total number,

have pursued studies which naturall)' leatl to the Litt.R. course, that

is to say, a "classical" course without (ireek, but lack the advanced

mathematics or the science (in a few cases both) demanded by the

Princeton requirements for this course. This deficiency of one (in

a few cases two ) units of ref|uirements is nearly always accom-

panied by an e(.|uivalent surplus oyer our re(|uirements in History

or Modern Languages. In other words, a slight change in our re-

(|uirements for the Litt.Ii. course in the direction of greater range

of choice, such a change as has recently been adopted at ^'aIe Col

lege, would make nearl\- all of these cases eligible.



CHAPTER \-.

LicTTicKS Adduicssicd to Df.an I-'ine iiv THE Hi:ad-AI.\sti-:us of

Certain- Secondary Schools

In addition to the list of (|nestions sent out by your Committee, the

following letter was adilressed by Dean Fine to the head-masters of

sixt3'-three schools whose relations with Princeton have Ijeen ])ar-

ticularly close, the schools which are referred to in the preceding

chapter as "Class A".

Mv DE.AR Sir :

—

I should api)reciate it very much if besides refjlying to the ques-

tions relating to our entrance rec|uirements which are enclosed here-

with, you would also kindly sentl me a rei)ly to the following ques-

tion :

Are there any features of the course of study at Prince-

ton, of the rules of scholarshi]), or of the requirements for

the A.B.. D.S.. Litt.i!., or C.E. degrees which in your opin-

ion deter desirable students from entering the Ciu'versity ?

If so, what are those features?

It is the desire of the Faculty to inform itself as to the atti-

tude of the best secondary schools, and of those in particular w'hich

send a considerable number of students to Princeton, toward not

only the requirements for entrance, but also the course of study.

That is my reason for asking your opinion on the points above

indicated.

\'ery truly yours.

H. B. Fine.

To this letter twenty-fotu' replies were received. Instead of

attem])ting to analyze and summarize these replies, the Committee

has thought it better to print them virtually entire, and this deter-

mination has received the approval of Dean Fine. In a few cases

|)ortions of the letters which were of a personal nature, or not

directly pertinent to the enquiry, have been omitted and the omission

indicated, by a row of di>ts. The letters are printed in alphabetical

(inler acconling to the nanie> of the scho(jls.
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AllicciiI'.nv C()l'^T^ A^.\^l•:M^,

Cumberland, Aid.

W'c liavc licard absolutely no ((ucstion raised as to any features

iiK'ntiniicd.

John E, Edwards, Priii.

Alle(;iiicnv PuiirAUAidRY School.

Allegheny. I'a.

March 28, ryi i.

Dr. II. B. Fine,

Princeton, N. J.

Mv DKAK Dr. Fine:

Relative to your (|uesti(in tn me ten days ago as to whether there

were any features in the cour.ses of study at Princeton which deter

desirable students from entering your university. I will state that

none come to my mind at this time. So few of our students have as

yet graduated from Princeton, that 1 am nut able to get luuch data

from graduates of your university who have had our pre])aration.

I ])ersonally do not feel that the average student continues through

his cnllege course with the schedule he lays out for himself befurc

entering, and that a schedule worked out Ijy a secondary-school boy,

even with the assistance of his parents or instructors, is made adapt-

able to the special features of a college course.

If 1 can be of any further assistance, jjleasc let me know. I am.

Very truly yours,

H. M. Butler, .Ictiiig Head master.

Phillips Academy,

Andover, Massachusetts.

.\pril 4. ic^i I.

Dean H. B. Fine,

Princeton University,

Princetiin, X. J.

Mv Dear Mr. Fine:

\'()in- favor of March ijlh ^hnuld have been .answered earlier, but

1 have been anxious to get a com])osite opinion on the (|uesti<)n at

issue, and hence have talked the matter over informally from time to

time with various members of our teaching force. Unfortunatels

our Princeton delegation in recent years has been too small to give

us any large amount of data on which to base a satisfactory judg-

ment. Some of our men arc inclined to think that too great eni])liasis
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is laid cm the classics at Princctun. rcrsoiially. I hold just the oppo-

site opinion, hut this is getting to be almost a hi.ibby with me and per-

haps too much weight should not be attached to my judgment there-

fore. In view of m}- early experience with Princeton only a few days

after my appointment to the ])osition I now h^ld. 1 realize that things

have changed wonderfully. That they have changed, no one doubts,

and my ojiinion of Princeton has changed with them. Personally

I have felt that during the last few years especially, Princeton has

come nearer to attaining the ideal whicii it is the duty of our great

educational institutions to strive for than has any other college known

to me ; hence I don't feel like criticizing it. \'erv likely the Princeton

requirements may deter a good many men from entering. How val-

uable to the world those men would have been had they entered

under less e.xacting conditions, is to my mind an o])en question.

My jtulgment is that the college in the main is far better off without

them, though undoubtedly a few exceptionally good men may be

included in the number.

Regretting that our relations with IVinceton are not more intimate

and our Princeton delegation larger, so that it would be possible for

me to s])eak w'ith more assurance, believe me,

N'ery sincerely _\-oin"s,

Ali-ricd E. Ste.\rxs,

Principal.

CiiF.STXUT Hill .\c.\de-mv.

Chestnut Hill, I'a.

Alarch 18, igii.

My di£.\r Profes.sor Fine:

In reply to your circular letter, I would say that more and more

of our boys are going to Princeton which would seem to indicate

that the courses are acceptable. It is the feeling of most of our

men here that Princeton would do well to drop the Litt.B. degree and

give .\.1'>. for both courses as this seems to be the trend of things

just now, but I suppose that it would seem revolutionary to even

breathe the thought. Beyond this matter of names which really

does not matter very much, I have no suggestions to olTer. I am
very glad that the Chestnut Hill .Academy has made a beginning in

sending boys to you and am especially glad that some of our best

students arc going there next fall.

Yours sincerely,

J. L. P.\TTERSON,

Head l\fasfcr.
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Col.fM I'.iA (iRAMMAR SfllODL,

New York.

May 4. 191 1-

Tn I'khf. II. r.. Fine.

Dean of Princeton L'nivcrsity.

Dr.AK Sir :

In reply to your question as to our o]>inion U])on features of the

cour.ses of study at Princeton, put to us March 17, 191 1, we beg to

say that as far as our experience goes, none of the reiiuirements for

the courses A.B.. B.S.. Litt.B.. or C.E.. deter desiral)le students from

entering Princeton.

We do find that many of the weaker boys desirous 01 entering

Princeton, select the C.E. course in order to become associated

with the university, because its recjuirements for entrance, though

probably not for completion, are. in their judgment, much easier than

those for the A.B., B.S.. Litt.B.. degrees. Such students are per-

haps not ultimately desirable, because they are of the kind likely to

shirk the Hard and therefore probably the more valual)le work in

college.

\'ery truly yours.

C.\mpi!i:ll & Wilson.

Headmasters.

The Cutler School.

New York.

March 20. 191 1.

Dear Sir :

In reply to your letter of May 17. let me say thai we have noi

found that the requirements for admission to Princeton, or for

graduation, have deterred any of our jjupils from entering; and fur-

ther, that we have no .symi)athy with the full certificate .system, nor

with a partial certificate .system, such as Harvard has recently

ado])ted. We believe that a boy is strengthened by knowing that

he must ])ass an examination on definite subjects, on definite lines,

and that just so far as he is admitted by certificate so far lie is

weakened. We think this true of most boys, who have an o|)])or-

tunity to fit themselves pro])erly.

We can understand, however, why llarwird has made the cliange.

and why Yale has increased her alternative subjects re(|uired. 'in

their attemi)ts to reach the high school pupils, |)articularly in the
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West. The opportunity to go direct to a State college, added to its

nearness, is a temptation which can probably be met best in this way

:

unfortunatel}-, the plan will not make our pupils more self-reliant.

W'e have grown up from the first as a fitting school, and we have

made our school course to fit the usual college re(|uirements, so

with such slight modifications as we are ready to make, our pupils

can prepare either for Princeton, Harvard, Yale, or Columbia.

Most of our boys come with a definite idea of the college they

wish to enter : circumstances may influence one to change from

the A.B. course to the S.B. or C.E., but they seldom change their

choice of college after joining us. As you may infer, most of them

have inherited college affiliations, or they have relations or friends

with such affiliations: few of them are from families who are think-

ing of college in the abstract.

\'ery truly yours,

Arthur H. Curr.ER,

Principal.

Profkssor H. B. F"ine,

Princeton University.

DEl.ANciiv School,

Philadelphia.

March 20, 1911.

Mr. 11. 11. Kim-:,

Dean of the Faculty,

Princeton University.

Princeton, N. J.

My nicAK Mr. Fine:

Your circular letter of March 17, has come to hand. On Friday,

the 24th of March, I shall put before the faculty for discussion your

letter, in order to obtain a detailed statement as to how the various

men in the various subjects feel with respect to the Princeton re-

quirements.

I will merely say in rejily to your personal note that I feel

the Harvard method recently adopted is in all respects the best

system I know of. There is one difficulty in connection, how-

ever, which should not be overlooked and is inherent in all certifi-

cate .systems. W'e are sending a boy to Harvard at the present

time \\b(J has attended three or four other schools previous to

coming here and who is ])articularly bright. Ijut as we have not
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])re]iarcil him in M.'vcral of the Mihiect>. it is most (Ufticuh lor us to

obtain fruni these schools a correct estimate of his stanihng while

attending these schools. Harvard desires a correct appreciation of

the bo\'s work in the subjects not included in the four compulsory

examinations, and the amount of correspondence and the unsatis-

factory results of the correspondence with other schools is very

trying. There are few boys in this school who have been deterred

from entering Princeton because they cannot obtain the degree of

A.B. without Greek. Many boys enter the University of Pennsyl-

vania in the engineering department rather than Princeton because

but one modern language and the same amount of mathematics is

required, and many who take the two modern language course

( \\'harton School ) do not have to take such severe examinations

in mathematics as that demanded by the Princeton B.S. or Litt.B.

courses.

I have no criticism to make of the Princeton papers generally

but feel that boys should be given as much time as possible on their

English papers. We had one boy last year who was turned down
in his Princeton English (Mr. Dunning s boy) who is far better in

English than any hoy we have sent to Princeton with the exception

of Strain for a number of years past. We are sending this year

three A Number ( Jne boys, Robinson. Tt)wson and 1 )unning. The

first two are first-class and Dunning is above the average.

Most sincerely.

C'oi.i:.M.\.\ P. I'.kow.v.

Head Master.

Till-: EpisdiPAi. Ai ,\i)i:.\ii-.

Philadelphia.

i'i<oi\ II. 11. l-"i.\i'.. Dean.

Princeton L'niversity,

Princeton. X. J-

'Sly i)i;.\K .'siK :

—

In reply to your circular letter of March ijtli

I write to say that I kee]) in ])retty close contact with those of our

students that attend Princeton, and 1 feel <|uite sure that in general

the course is satisfactory, and there are no features in the curricu-

lum of Princeton that deter desirable students from entering the

University. Of course, lazy and worthless boys say to me that

Princeton is too hard, and 1 will never get thrnugli : to whicli m\- re-
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plv is, "Princeton is too hard for yoii nndonbtedly. and I think it

doubtful if you would get in, let alone stay there." I am very

ajiprcciative of the scholastic standard maintained at Princeton, and

I think the value she places on the A. 11. degree in requiring Greek is

most important. I feel sure that the scholastic world is coming

round to a proper appreciation of the value of the humanities, and

Princeton has always held, and I trust will always hold, a consist-

ent course in regard to them.

Yours very truly,

WlLLI.\M H. KlAPP,

Head Master.

Fi,usHiNG High School,

Flushing, X. Y.

March 24, 191 1.

DicAX H. B. Fixe,

Princeton University.

Mv DE.\R Sir:

I have no criticism to make on any of the courses of study offered

at Princeton.

A few of our students who would ])refer Princeton select another

college becarse they want courses which Princeton does not offer;

for instance. Mechanical Fngineering, .Music, etc.

.Mthough I have known of no instance in which the impossibility

to get the degree of A.B. at Princeton without (ireek has prevented

students from going to that institution, I imagine that this would be

an obstacle in some cases. \'ery few public schools now include

Ureek in the course of study. Doubtless on account of the small

number of students studying Greek in this school, we shall be

obliged to discontinue the teaching of Greek within a year or two.

\'ery truly yours,

John Hollev Clark.

Pruieil'al.

The Hill School,

Pottstown, Pennsylvania.

]March 30. 1911.

Mv DEAR De.\x Fine:

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your esteemed favor of the

17th inst., and to say that in my own judgment and in that of The

Hill School masters generallv there are no features of the course
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of stiiily al I'riiiCL'lciit, or llic rules of scholai>hip or other rec|uire-

mciUs for llie various degrees which deter desirahlc students- from

entering the L'niversity.

At the same time I heg to l)ear witness to tlie eminently sane and

satisfactory character of the examination jjapers. which are hy far

the most reasonable and best balanceil entrance papers that we have

had under consideration and observation iluring many years.

Faithfully yours,

John Miiics.

Head j\Iastcr.

i'Koi'icssoR H. B. Fine,

Dean of the Faculty of I'riuceton l'niversity,

Princeton, N. J.

Horace Mann School.

Teacliers College,

New York.

March Jjth, nji i-

Dkan 11. II. 1m.\i:,

I'rinceton L'nix'ersity,

I'rincetcjn, X. j.

Mv DEAR Sir:—
In reply to your ci lUinuniieation (jf .Mai'ch 17th. 1 woulil say it is

e.\cee<lingly difficult for a school man as fur a college man to de-

termine what it is that deters certain students from entering cer-

tain coUeges.

One criticism that 1 \\ould offer is yoiu' insistence upon ( Ireek

for the r...\. degree. So far as 1 know this is the only re(|uiremeut

at \'our l'ni\ersit\- that decides my boys not to enter Princeton.

The two ini|uiries iust recei\-ed from I'rinceton lead me to ho])e

that the next decade will ]iriiiluce such close relations between the

secnn(lar\' school and tile college that we shall no longer e\'en dis-

cuss the domiuatiou of the school by the college.

I'riuceton has a strong hold on the art'eclions of my student

body. The I'rinceton sentimeiU- in my school has tremendously

increased in strength during the last three years. 1 lence I welcome

any nioyement which looks toward closer relations between Prince-

ton ;ui(l its fitting schools.

\ ery truly yours,

\'iKi;ii. Pi<i-;T'r\'.\i.\\.

Priiici/^al.
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Irvixg Schuol,

New York.

April 3rd, 191 1.

Dr. Hexry B. Fine,

Princeton University.

My dear Dr. F"ine:

Your favor of the 17th ultimo I have delayed answering a few

days that I might give the (|uestions asked therein due consideration.

As to "course of study at Princeton [or] of the rules of scholar-

ship" I am not competent to speak from personal knowledge. My
boys who have gone to Princeton have always returned to me with

glowing accounts of the College life and work there, never a dis-

satisfied word. .\s to my views on the entrance requirements let

me repeat what I have already said to the Princeton faculty.

"My opinion is that for each undergraduate course too much is

demanded for admission in each subject. As a result, quality of

scholarship is made subservient to quantity of material." (This

criticism applies as much to other colleges as to Princeton.

)

Now if Princeton Faculty would decrease the total amount de-

manded for entrance by thirty per cent, to thirty-five per cent., they

could then logically demand higher quality by raising their passing

mark for entrance ten per cent. ; thereby they would secure more

students—and desirable ones at that.

Before closing let me say a word as to the zcisdoni of Princeton's

])olicv in demanding Greek as a requirement for the A.B. degree.

Logicall\- and historically the position maintained by the Princeton

faculty as to (jreek with the A.B. degree is correct and absolutely

sound. I congratulate the faculty on this position. Princeton has

done her duty where Yale has failed. But with the pressure of

com])etition brought by Yale. Harvard, Columbia, Cornell and Wil-

liams, can Princeton afl'ord to maintain her conservative attitude,

historically correct though it be? For after all is said and done the

college degree par excellence is the A.B. degree: if Princeton can

stand the strain of her present position, she will win (lut in the long

run. But if numbers be the object sought, an alternative ottered for

Creek for the .A.B. degree and a decrease in the total quantity re-

i|uired ( leithout loss of quality) ought to attain that end.

Cordially yours,

Louis Dwkuit R.\y,

Head Master.
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KiSKiMixETAS Springs School,

Saltsburg, Penna.

April 22, 191 1.

Dr. H. B. Fine,

Princeton, N. J.

My dear Dr. Fink:—
The entrance requirements and courses of study at Princeton

are quite satisfactory, especially since the change made in the C.E.

Latin requirements which formerly were manifestly unfair.

The present rules of scholarship at Princeton strike me as fair.

Six of our boys of no unusual ability graduate this year—all who
entered.

My opinion is inclined to estimate the entrance requirements as

too difficult rather than too easy. I (]uestion also the desirability

of requiring three languages to enter the Academic course. Might

not a science be admitted as at least an optional ? Our boys pass the

German A or French A sometimes after one year; but I presume it

is a two-year requirement, and it does seem to keep a boy at foreign

languages almost all the time for at least two years.

However I have not made a study of these subjects, and in general

leave the colleges to settle their own requirements.

Incidentally I might say that the new C.E. requirements will shut

out many applicant.s—perhaps a good thing, for many became en-

gineers to get to Princeton rather than went to Princeton to become

engineers.

Sincerely yours,

A. VV. Wilson, Jr.,

Principal.

(In answer to a further letter of (|uery the following was re-

ceived.
)

April 28, 1911.

Mv Dicar Dk. FiKi':

:

Your letter of the 25th inst. to hand in which you ask an explana-

tion of my statement "Incidentally I might say that the new C.E.

rec|uirements will shut out many ap])licants." This refers simply to

llie fact that you re(|uire an extra half-year's work. .V student could

formerly otTer Cierman A and French A. Now he must offer in ad-

dition a year's work in two other subjects.

i iowever, personally ) aiijirove of the change as the Latin Scien-

tific re(iuirenieiUs are still 1 unit more, and further, the old reijuire-
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ment drove boys into tlie hardest Mathematical course without any

talent in that line.

Sincerely yours,

A. W. Wilson, Jr.,

Dr. H. B. Fine,

Princeton, N. J.

Mr. Leal's School for Boys,

Plainfield, N. J.

4/29, 191 1.

Prof. H. B. Fine,

Dean of the Faculty,

My dear Prof. Fine:

You may occasionally find some criticism from the outer world

which is helpful to you in determining the scheme of studies of

undergraduates. I do not now have in mind any thing to offer of

criticism or suggestion. I am not aware that desirable students

are deterred from entering College at Princeton from any of the

causes implied in your question.

Very truly yours,

John Leal.

Tiiic A1a( KENZIE School,

Dolibs I'erry-on-Hudson, New York.

March 27, igii.

Dear Dr. Fine:

I am happy to reply to the series of questions forwarded by

Professor Root, and also to your own circular letter.

1 find that the Princeton examinations are the most difficult we

have to deal with. W'e had one boy recently who offered himself

for preliminary examination at Princeton, and passed on a little

more than half the subjects on your list. A week or two afterwards

he took the Harvard examinations, because the question of his

final college destination had not yet been determined. This boy

wtin at his preliminary examination for admission to Harvard 24

of the required 26 points, which I think justifies my statement that

the Princeton examinations are more difficult than those of Har-

vard. ( )n several occasions, in view of the fact that all college

examinations are held at the School, boys have taken both the

Princeton and the Harvard examinations, and invariably, they have

done better with the Harvard papers than with the Princeton papers.
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We -do not object to tlie difficulty of the Princeton examinations.

I am merely stating what I believe to be pertinent facts.

A percentage of our boys complain after admission to Princeton

that the courses in Mathematics and Physics are surprisingly diffi-

cult. Boys like Ross M. Craig, who have spent six or seven years

in the School and proved themselves to be vigorous students, have

found the work in Physics at Princeton exceedingly difficult. This

would argue either that Physics should be required for admission

in all courses, or else that the approach to mastering the subject

within the College should be more gradual.

You are, of course, aware that the work in ^Mathematics at

Princeton for a quarter of a century has challenged the best of the

best students. Occasionally, I have known boys to be easily in-

fluenced to change their choice of college because of their known
limitations in Mathematics. Personally, I believe that Mathematics

has occupied too large a place, both in the preparation of boys,

and in determining the question of their retention in college.

In reply to the fourth question of Professor Root's paper, I

desire to say that on paper I am very favorably impressed by the

method recently adopted at Harvard. I had the opportunity of

going over the scheme jjcrsonally with two Harvard professors.

Dean Sabine and Professor Ropes. With their personal e.xplana-

tions, I was quite won over to the method. It seems to me that

colleges should make more of the daily work of the schools in

determining a candidate's fitness. . . . But the cardinal merit of the

proposed Harvard method is of very great importance, namely, that

it proposes to make it possible for any boy in any good school to

fit for Harvard University. As matters now are, an unduly large

number of boys are persuaded that the only way to get into Har-

vard, Yale or Princeton is to enter a certain fitting school. Har-

vard was first among the American colleges to enjoy the imaginary

benefit of such exclusive pre])aration. She is the first to discover

that there was a measure of suicide in tlie method. A more ideal

(listril)ution of suitable fitting schools for the different colleges is

in tile interest of a general improvement in the work of the fitting

schools, and tends to serve more ]>erfectly tlie larger cause of edu-

cation : and of course, there results from the undue exaltation of

a special fitting school a corresponding narrowing of the prepara-

tion. In other words, such a school becomes a refined kind of

coaching school. It seems to me that Princeton. Yale, and Harvard

sliould get away from this mistaken policy as far as possible.
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You arc doubtless aware of the fact that the objections to the old

Harvard scheme began with tlie consideration of the special fitting

school, and in their announcements in the Boston papers, Harvard

has gone so far as to declare that the certificates of a special

Harvard school in Boston will not be considered under the new

method, so flagrantly had that school only galvanized for purposes

of examination the candidates it offered Harvard.

In conclusion, let me add a suggestion which I have made to

the Harvard gentlemen, which they have promised to give serious

consideration, namely, that some test shall be made at the time of

examination of the candidate's practice and skill in using diction-

aries and grammars in the preparation of work. This is a feature

of Cambridge exaininations, and seems to me a very important one.

Every school should form in its language pupils sound habits of

work in translating the different languages. An unseen and some-

what difficult passage could be set, and the grammar and dictionary

supplied, and the boy invited to show what he can do under such

circumstances. He could not do well unless he had been taught

to use his tools previously, and if he has not been taught to use

his tools, he should have been. If the language work is to yield

its largest results, we must get away from the superficial methods

of preparation now so largely used. There are boys going to

college every year who have never had a dictionary in their hands,

and have no local familiarity with their grammars. Translations,

keys, and the friendly assistance of comrades have precluded the

necessity of anything like original mental processes, but I realize

I am quite alone in urging this particular feature of an examina-

tion, and offer it only to indicate the possibility of improvement.

\'ery truly yours.

Dean Henry B. Fine,

Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.

James C. Mackenzie,

Principal.

Newark .•Vcadem'i',

Newark, N. J.

March 25, 191 1.

My dear De.vn Fine:

In reply to your circular letter of March 17th, I shall confine my-
self to my personal experience with students, and not refer to any-
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tiling that may liave cmiie to nie from otlicr schools or teachers.

1. The rigidity of the present I'rincelon Curriculum, especially

in the Freshman and Sophomore years, distinctly tends to turn

some of the most desirable college candidates in other directions.

The fact that a hoy must continue subjects which he has studied

several )ears and found distasteful and unprohtable, and the fact

that he cannot begin to study early in his college course some of

the subjects for which he is anxious, and in which he wishes to do

four years of college work, does not appeal to many mature,

earnest students who are seeking, primarily, not social life or

athletics, but who have a distinct scholarly purpose.

2. The impression that has gone abroad of the wholesale dropping

of students at rrinceton, and especially the impression that even

a fair student is likely to pay a very heavy penalty for temporary

foolishness, illness, or accident, unquestionably turns students away
from Princeton. Probably the majority of these are of the less

desirable type, but 1 find that parents of good boys make this one

of the factors in their choice of a college. The feeling that the •

dropping rule is operated arbitrarily, and that the individual is not

considered, does not appeal to the outside public.

3. The requirement of Greek for the A.B. course has kept away •

from Princeton very few, if any, of our pupils. I am told, how-

ever, that it has a decided effect on high school pupils, especially

in .some parts of the country. The rigidity of the requirements for

the li.S. and Litt.li. courses, especially in the requiring of Advanced

Mathematics from all students, has a distinctly deterrent effect.

Specific instances of this kind occur in our school nearly every year.

\'ours very truly,

W'rLSON F.\RR.\ND,

Head Master.

De.\n H. B. Fine.

The Peddie Institute,

I lightstown, N. J.

.\]iril 5. H^i I.

Mv de.vr Dk. P'ink:

Replying to your (|uestion in your favor of March the seven-

teenth, 1 have just indicak'd in answer to a similar c|uestion from

Prof. Root our criticism of the requirements for admission to the

.'\.I5., li.S.. and Litt.l!. courses.* We have no criticism of the new
rctiuirenicnts for admission to tin- CM'",, courses.
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I do not know of any features as to the course of study at Prince-

ton or the rules of scholarship which deter desirable students from

entering the university.

Vcr)- truly yours,

R. W. SWETLAND,

Priinipiil.

Prof. H. B. Fine,

Princeton, N. J.

* The criticism is as follows

:

A general criticism of your requirements for admission to the

A.B., B.S., and Litt.I!. courses is that the number of hours' work

required of the student seems to Ije more than can well be covered

in four years of preparation, unless some subject or subjects are

sacrificed. In the A.B. course, for example, _your requirements

call for four years English, four years Latin, three years Greek,

three years Mathematics, two years modern language, and one year

History, making a total of seventeen years work. It is fair to as-

sume, I think, that the average [n\\n\ can carry but four subjects

each year for four years, or a total of si.xteen years, or units, of

work. The extra year to make seventeen must, therefore, be se-

cured either b}- the sacrifice of some department like English or

by extra work on the part of the student. I am, of course, aware
that most colleges now reckon but tlu'ee units credit for English,

though it does not seem to us possible to fit a student properly in

English in the length of time reiiresented by that number of units.

As the same amoimt of work is required for the B.S. and Litt.B.

courses, the same criticism applies. \'our C.E. course seems to

require one year less of work.

I thoroughly believe that (Ireek should be required for the A.B.
degree.

\\'iLLi.\M Penn Ch-ARTer Sciiool,

Philadelphia, Pa.
°~

March 28, 191 1.

The radical difficulty in this whole situation is that there is no
man nor any set of men in this country competent for the task

and able to give effect to their conclusions, who are studying this

whole question from kindergarten to graduate school, hence, chaos.

There are certain fundamental subjects which should form the

basis of all intellectual advancement, subjects that every boy should
know. There are men in this country who could find these. We
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s]iecializc on tun narrow a l)asi>. Tlic American college was the

lirst ediicatiiinal institution lonniled in this cnuntiy. It was serious.

It iliil vast good in its day. Modernized on the right lines it has

a magnificent mission still.

The elective system is a fatii iiioryana. No boy between i8 and

20 years of age is capal:)le of placing his judgment against traine<l

e.xperience. Choice there should l)e. That is, of what avenue of

human endeavor to enter u])on. Hut how to reach that avenue

should be at the direction of those who Iciiozc. There should, there-

fore, be in these three last years of college carefully laid down lines

of preparation for tlie leading avenues of intellectual endeavor

among men. These are not numerous. W hen once the choice of

wiiich of these to enter upon is made, choice should end.

Just as is the case in the technical schools. The Freshman year

should be required of all, every letter of it, the class cut up into

workable divisions, a born teacher of e.xperience, able to lead, placed

in charge of each. Dispense with tutors, guides and camp fol-

lowers. The dii-nothing class is the blighting influence in edu-

cation to-day. Don't legislate to care for these fellows, but to get

rid of them. Right l'"reshman training will do this. Catalogue

fattening is their only raisoii d' ctrc. For them, the elective sys-

tem was born. To get rid i)f them it should die. A properly

trained I'^reshnian class would enable you to decrease the requisites

for admission and thus raise immeasurably the c|uality of the work

of preparation.

Khii.\ru M. Jo.xes,

Headmaster.

The Prixc'ktox Pui-:i'.\katokv StHOOL,

Princeton, N. J.

March 30th, 191 1.

Dl•:.^N II. B. 1"ine,

Princeton, N. J.

Mv DIi.\R H/XKR"! :

^'our letter of March 17th was received, also the ciicular letter

fri>m Prof. Robert K. Root.

Personally. I strongly advocate all your pii'sent requirements for

entrance to Princeton with the one exception, that we consider the

I'Yench and (ierman examinations too difficult.

However, from the stand|)oint of students. I belie\'e that many
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desirable boys are k:e])t from entering Princeton University for the

following reason: Vale University is our natural rival. The re-

quirements for entrance to the Sheffield School are decidedly easier

than for entrance to the B.S. or the Litt.!'.. department at Prince-

ton. They differ by fully one half year of school work. Yale

requires less Latin, also less French or ( jernian, also their examina-

tions in French, German and Latin are much easier. I'^rom my own

experience, I am sure that many desirable boys enter Yale in pref-

erence to Princeton for the above reason.

Again, the University of Pennsylvania, in their Wharton School

of Finance, have introduced a broad course purely in preparation

for business life. Has not Yale introduced the same this year by

changing their requirements for entrance to Sheffield? I refer

to their dropping Latin as a required subject for entrance and

replacing it by an intermediate requirement in French and German.

Of course, personally, I do not believe in this change, but neverthe-

less it is the fact, that some desirable boys who intend to enter

business life, who did not start Latin young and who now wish to

take a college course, are kept from entering Princeton University

due to Princeton's severe ref|uirements in Latin. At the present

time, we have in our school two boys of more than ordinary ability

who do not wish an engineering course and who have not studied

Latin. These boys will probably enter Sheffield due to the fact

that Latin is not required.

I suppose it is out of the c|uestion for Princeton to introduce

entrance examinations in luiglish Grammar and Arithmetic. I

am sure, however, that these requirements would greatly help the

secondary schools and also the University.

One other thing, we believe that too large a count is given to

French and German in your present count system for the entrance

examinations. As French and ( ierman are not studied in college in

the C.E. department, why should both French and German be re-

quired for entrance? Would not one language be sufficient and

then increase the entrance requirements in Mathematics, either in

amount or qualit}'.

Kindly pardon this long letter, Init when once started, I thought

I would give )'ou all my views such as they are.

^'ours very truly,

J. B. Fine,

Headmasler.
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RiVKRViKW AcAni:MV,

PougIikeei)sie, X. V.

March 2J, 191 1.

Df.ax H. B. Fine,

1 'rinceton University.

Princeton, X. J.

Mv DEAR Sir :

Your circular letter of March 17th is before me. Judging from

our experience there are some boys we have had in Riverview who

give up the idea of entering Princeton because of the requirement

of Greek for the degree of A. I!., and in several cases they have

been extremelv desirable boys. Personally. I am strongly in favor

of every bov studying Greek, but the trend seems to be away from'

the so-calietl unnecessary studies. Wherever possible we encourage

this study but in the majority of cases we must abide by the

objection of the parent.

\'ery truly yours,

JCSEPH B. BiSIiEE,

Principal.

St. George's School

Newport, R. I.

April 2-,. 1911.

H. B. Fine, Esq.,

Princeton University,

Princeton, X. J.

]\Iy dear Mr. Fine:

I am sending imder separate cover a few answers to the ques-

tions relating to the entrance requirements at Princeton. In reply to

your question as to whether any of the features of the course of

study at Princeton or of the requirements for the various degrees

there deter desirable students from entering the University, I

would say that they do not. We have not sent a great many boys

to Princeton, but I have never known of a case of a boy's being

deterred from going on account of the requirements for the various

P)achelor Degrees.

In the absence of Mr. Diman, the Head Master of St. George's

School, I am taking the liberty of answermg these questions so

far as I am able in his place.

Sincerely yours,

S: P. Cabot,

.Ictiiic/ Head Master.
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St. Paul's SciicJol,

Concord, N. H.

St. Paul's School replies to Dean Fine's letter with the single

word, 'No.'

Saint Paul's School,

Garden City, New York.

March 2ji. iQii.

Dean H. B. Fine,

Princeton. N. J.

Ah' DEAR De.\x Fine:

Replying to your circular letter of the 17th instant, I would say

that in general I have no criticism to make with regard to the

details suggested, and that 1 do not lielieve that any desirable

students from this school are ileterred from entering the University

because of the details mentioned. Personally, I am not in sym]iathy

with what seems to me to be the over-emphasis placed upon de-

scriptive geometry in the C.E. course, but I know that is a matter

of opinion. .\s I said in my letter to Prof. Root, I do not believe

in the artificial barrier existing between the A. P.., B.S., and Litt.B.

degrees. It creates too high a wall of protection about (Ireek.

Yours sincerely,

Walter R. Marsh,

Head Master.

Trinity School,

New York.

March 24, igii.

De.an H. B. Fine,

Princeton University,

Princeton, New Jersey.

My dear Sir:

In reply to your inquiry as to whether there are any features

of the course of study at Princeton which deter desirable students

from entering the Uni\-ersity, I have no criticism whatever to

present. F^rom the standpoint of the teacher, I consider Princeton

second to no institution in the country for my boys to attend. I

find that my boys who go to Princeton become most loyal and
satisfied members of the University and I have never heard from
them the slightest complaint about conditions there. We have
absolutely no fault to find with your rules and requirements.

\'ery truly }'ours,

Lawrence T. Cole,

Rector.
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